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INTRODUCTION

An understanding of the nature of the various capillary componen t
of wood and the extent to which each is effective in controlling t h
passage of liquids, vapors, and dissolved materials through woo s
under different treating conditions should be of major importance i s
the further development, of the processes for hie. seasoning of wood
the penetration of chips with chemicals in pulping, and the penetratio t
of wood with preservatives, fire retardants, and a.ntishrink chemical s

Wood is made up of difl'erent. types of capillaries varying in siz e
from structures visible to the naked eye down to capillaries tha t
approach molecular dimensions . These are intricately combined i t
series in. each individual pa,tti through the wood and many such singl e
series paths are combined in parallel throughout, the total structure .
The way in which each of these capillary structures responds to the
passage of materials varies not only with the structure but also IN ith
the nature of the driving force . It is thus essential to consider
separately each kind of driving force and its relationship to structure
in order to calculate the extent of passage of materials through wood ,
and to determine the structure chiefly responsible for controlling this
passage.

The purpose of this publication is to assemble the necessary capil-
lary-structural data and to present approximate calculations coverin g
the differences in the structure effective for the passage of liquids ,
vapors, and solutes through wood under the motivating forces of
diffusion and pressure permeability . The analysis is confined to th e
softwoods (coniferous, or needle-leaved species) because sufficien t
capillary data are not available for the more complex hardwood s
(deciduous or broadleaved species) .

CAPILLARY STRUCTURE OF SOFTWOODS

WOOD FIBER S

The fibers, or longitudinal tracheids, which form the bulk of the . wood
structure of softwoods, are hollow tubes closed at, both ends tha t
extend in the vertical direction in the tree . They are shown in a
three-dimensional sketch (fig . 1) and are designated by the letters tr .
They are also shown in the photomicrographs (figs. 2, 3, and 4) o f
shortleal pine sections cut in ea.cl.i of the three major structura l
directions, which are at right, angles to each other . Figure 2, a trans-
verse section of the tree, shows the fibers, tr, in cross section . Figure
3, a. radial section cut in a plane through the center of the tree, and
figure 4, a tangential section cut, in a plane tangent: to the growth ring s
of i .he tree, show the fibers, tr, in the longitudinal direction . Th e
fibers are laid clown in quite regular rows in the radial direction (fig . I ,
rr) . This regularity is illustrated more clearly in the transvers e
section (fig. 2) .

Fil_>ers vary considerably in width in the radial direction, depending
on the part of the growing season in which they were formed . Th e
spring-wood fibers (fig. 1, sly) have relatively thin walls and large cavi -
ties, whereas the suimnerwood fibers, sm., which are. laid down later
in the growing season, have thicker walls and smaller fiber cavities .
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Springwood and summerwood of a single growing season make up the
annual ring (fig . 1, ar) . The fiber width is uniform in the tangentia l
direction, tt, for each radial row of fibers but appears t,o vary appreci-
ably from row to row. This is largely accounted for by the fact . that

M 17070F

FIGURE I .-Magnified three-dimensional sketch of a softwood : tt, End surface ;
tg, tangential surface ; rr, radial surface ; tr, tracheids, or fibers ; wr, wood ray ,
fwr, fusiform wood ray ; vrd, vertical resin duct ; hrd, horizontal resin duct ; sp ,
springwood ; sm, summerwood ; ar, annual ring .

the fibers are tapered tangentially near their ends and the ends occur
at about the same level in each radial row of tracheids .

Fiber arrangement is shown more clearly in the radial section o f
figure 3 where practically all the fibers end near the wood ray late r
described . The radial rows of apparently narrow fibers shown in
cross section in figures 1 and 2 appear narrow because the cross-
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sectional plane cuts these particular fibers near their ends . In the
tangential direction (fig . 4) there is no such regularity of the positio n
of the fiber ends . In working with ordinary-sized pieces of wood, a
perfectly random distribution of the position of fiber ends can b e

";'T!RL DIRECTION
M 38689F

FIGURE 2.-Transverse section of shortleaf pine : tr, Tracheids, or fibers ; wr ,
wood rays ; bp, bordered pits ; vrd, vertical resin duct . Magnification about 154 X .

assumed. The number of fibers terminating in a definite-sized trans-
verse section of wood of fixed thickness is very uniform for differen t
parts of the wood (37, 38) . 4

4 Italic numbers in parentheses refer to Literature Cited, p . 52 .
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RA D/4 DIRECTION

M39690F

FIGURE 3.-Radial section of shortleaf pine : tr, Tracheids, or fibers ; wr, wood
ray ; bp, bordered pit . Magnification about 221 X .
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RESIN DUCTS

Some softwoods contain vertical resin ducts (figs. 1 and 2, vrd)
that have a larger diameter than the fibers, or longitudinal tracheids .
These may in some. cases be visible to the naked eye, but, their effec -

FIGURE 4.-Tangential section of shortleaf pine : tr, Tracheids, or fibers ; wr, wood
rays ; bp, bordered pits ; hrd, horizontal resin duct ; fwr, fusiform wood ra y
Magnification about 154 X .

tiveness in the passage of liquids and gases is often small because the y
are clogged with resin or structurally terminated . In general, the
passage of liquids under pressure through softwoods containing longi-
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tudinal resin ducts and those lacking them does not differ appreciabl y
(11, 32, 37, 38) . For this reason the permeability effects of resin duct s
will not be considered in the calculations described in this publication .

WOOD RAYS

Although the chief fiber structure of wood extends in the longitu-
dinal direction, there are some groups of cells extending in a radia l
direction in the tree trunk, perpendicular to the fibers and across the
annual rings, having a void volume of only 1 to 2 percent of the tota l
void volume of the wood (,3i, s5) . These cell groups are known as
wood rays and arc designated by the letters wr in figures 1 to 4 . They
are fairly continuous in extent, hut have cross-wall membranes which
reduce their capillary !efectiveness . Some woods contain more com-
plex ray-cell systems in which horizontal resin ducts (fig . 4, hrd) are
bordered by a heterogeneous system of ray cells, known collectivel y
as fiisiform wood rays (figs . 1 and 4, fwr) . Half-bordered pits com-
municate between the ray cells and the tracheids .

In general, the rays, in other than the thinnest tangential sections ,
have been shown by pressure permeability and capillarity measure-
ments (11, 37 . 38) to contribute only slightly to the passage of mate-
rials into or through wood . Extensive studies of the pressure. treat-
ment of wood with preservatives have shown that the rays ar e
appreciably effective only in the treatment of some species of pine
(29) . Hence the rays will also be ignored in the calculations here
discussed .

BORDERED PIT S

Although wood fibers, or tracheids, are closed at, both ends, coi n
munication does occur from fiber cavity to fiber cavity through th e
bordered pits . These are unthickened points of the adjacent cell
walls spanned by thin membrane, a continuation of the middle -
lamella between the fibers . These bordered pits appear as concentric
disks with a darkened center in Figure 3 and as chains of beads alon g
the fiber walls in figure 4 . The pit chamber, between the pit orifice
and the pit membrane, increases in diameter from the orifice to th e
membrane about threefold to fourfold .

There are approximately 50 to 300 pits per fiber . These pits are
concentrated chiefly on the radial faces and in the overlap part of th e
ends of the fibers . The pit membranes have a central thickened por-
tion, called the torus, which is often pushed against the cell-wal l
opening and possibly sealed in this position with resinous material s o
that their effectiveness to the passage of materials is considerabl y
reduced (2, 18, 19) . Such pits are known as aspirated pits . Per-
manent perforations or pores occur in the part of the pit membranes
surrounding the torus . These are generally submicroscopic in size ,
but under certain conditions checks across the membranes (2, 3) ,
which materially increase their effectiveness, are microscopicall y
visible .

TRANSIENT CELL-WALL CAPILLARITY

There is also a transient capillary structure existing in the cell
walls when they are in the swollen condition . The cell walls are
made up of bundles of threadlike units known as fibrils that incline
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more or less to the. fiber direction with an outer layer at right angles to
the fiber axis (33, 34) . The fibrils are made up of still smaller spindle-
shaped particles known as fusiform bodies (33, 34) . These, in turn ,
are made up of bundles of threadlike molecules known as micelles or
crystallites (46) .

X-ray measurements have shown that adsorption of water b y
cellulose fibers takes place between the micelles but not within th e
micelles (22, 23, 24) . The capillary structure of the cell wall wil l
thus consist of the intermicellar volume that is occupied by the swelling
medium. When this intermicellar volume is a maximum, the wood
is said to be at the fiber-saturation point with respect to the swellin g
medium.

The fine cell-wall capillary structure exists only as a result of swelling
and can only be effective to the passage of liquids or solutions whic h
cause swelling . To emphasize this fact the cell-wall capillaries wil l
be designated as transient capillaries . The cell walls are impermeable
to hydrocarbons, which cause no swelling, but are permeable to water-
soluble treating materials and pulping chemicals which cause swelling .
Even though the radii of these cell-wall capillaries approach molecula r
size, they are unquestionably effective in the diffusion of aqueous
solutes having relatively small molecules . The author has shown
that water-soluble inorganic salt, solutions attain a concentration
within the cell wall virtually equal to the external concentration (43) .
Permeability of the intermicellar volume to solutes is further illus-
trated by the researches of Frey-W yssling (13, 14, 15) who precipitated
silver crystals from solution within the intermicellar volume and
studied the a rrarrgement of the crystals by means of X-ray technique .
Bailey (4) has also succeeded in forming iodine crystals within the
intermicellar volume .

STRUCTURE THROUGH WHICH PASSAGE OCCUR S

Specific information on the dimensions of the different capillar y
components is essential for the desired calculations on the passage o f
materials through softwoods . Although some of these wood proper -
ties vary but slightly from species to species, others vary appreciably .
Methods that give statistical average values directly have been use d
as far as possible in maldrug the various structural Ineasurements o f
variable properties in order to minimize errors due to structura l
variations . In cases where the data are available, the average valu e
for the properties obtained from measurements made on the heart-
wood of several different softwood species will be used . Effect of
possible variations in the structural properties on diffusion and
pressure permeability will also be considered .

Ignoring the permeability effects of resin duct and wood-ray
capillarity, which is essential in order to make the following calcula-
tions, the passage of a. material through wood in any of the thre e
major structural directions consists of a passage through fiber cavitie s
in series with pit chambers and pit membranes, with many of th e
chambers and membranes in parallel with the transient cell-wal l
capillaries . In parallel with this combined path there may also be a

, continuous path through the transient cell-wall capillaries . This com-
bination of series and parallel capillary paths in softwoods is shown

i
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diagrammatically in the sketch of a tangential section of softwoo d
(fig. 5), and in the sketch of a transverse section of softwood (fig . 6) ,
in which all white area represents capillaries . Fiber length as shown
in figure 5, has been foreshortened for convenience . The micelles
-making up the cell walls are not in reality separate units completely
enveloped by water as the diagrams suggest, but are connected a t
various points along their length with the adjacent micelles (1) .
The swollen cell walls thus consist of continuous threadlike network s
with swelling medium between them (I) .

Four specific measurements of the capillary properties of each typ e
of capillary structure are needed for the calculations, namely, th e
average effective capillary length, the number of such capillary length s
traversed per unit distance, the average effective capillary radius, and
the effective capillary cross section of the fiber cavities, pit chambers ,

M3249BF

FIGURE 5 .-Diagrammatic sketch of a swollen tangential section of a softwood ,
illustrating the complex series and parallel combination of fiber cavities, pi t
chambers, pit-membrane pores, and transient cell-wall capillaries .

pit-membrane pores, and transient cell-wall capillaries in both the
longitudinal and transverse directions . These data, together with
other information required in the calculations, are assembled in table 1 .
The manner in which some of these capillary dimensions were obtaine d
is rather involved . For this reason the discussion of the measurements
and calculations made iii obtaining values given in table 1 are give n
in the Appendix . Although they are of importance to anyone desirou s
of gaming a complete understanding of the subject, they are of mino r
Im portance to those who are merely interested in gaining a genera l
concept of the way in which materials pass through wood or in using
the conclusions .

DIFFUSION CALCULATIONS

The phenomenon of diffusion, the spontaneous equalization of con-
centration, is analogous to the conduction of an electric current. The
rate of diffusion corresponds to the rate of flow of electric current ,
and the concentration gradient corresponds to the potential drop .
The electric current flowing through a conductor in unit time unde r
a definite electrical potential varies directly as the cross section of th e
conductor and inversely as its length . When a number of conductors

714556°-47
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FIGURE 6.-Diagrammatic sketch of a swollen transverse section of a softwood,
illustrating the' complex series and parallel combination of fiber cavities, pi t
chambers, pit-membrane pores, and transient cell-wall capillaries . (For
significance of symbols, see table 1 .) '
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are connected in parallel, the current flowing through the combine d
system is the sum of the current flowing through each of the separate
conductors. 1'Crhen a number of conductors are connected in series ,
the reciprocal of the total current flowing through the system is equa l
to the sum of the reciprocals of the current. flow through each indi-
vidual conductor when tested alone . I)iffusion through a complex
capillary system can thus be calculated, using these basic electrica l
principles .

Passage of a material through wood under diffusion conditions i s
calculated by combining the relative rates of diffusion through th e
various capillary components of the wood in their series and parallel

F/BER CAV/T/ES

PERMANENT P/T-
MEMBRANE PORES

1-

_19 DRfP

	

EP

PIT CHAMBERS

TRANS/ENT P/T-
MEMBRANE PORE SF	 )-

CELL-WALL CAPILLAR/T Y

OR L
m ~M

	 CONT/NUOUS CELL-WALZ CAP/LLAR/TY	
(/ - Am) Sp OR .f,,, of Se

FIGURE 7.-Diagram of the series and parallel combined passages through soft -
woods per unit distance. The ratios are for the effective cross-sectional are a
divided by the length . When two values are given, the first is for longitudina l
Passage and the second for transverse passage . When one value is given, th e
Passage is the same in both directions .

combinations, using the analogy between electrical conductivity an d
diffusion . The diffusion of a solute through a block of swollen woo d
(fig . 7), will depend upon the diffusion through the fiber cavities i n
series with the diffusion through the pit chambers and the pit-mem-
brane capillaries, with many of the two latter kinds of capillaries i n
parallel with the transient cell-wall capillaries . The pit-membrane
capillaries are made up of permanent pit-membrane pores and tran-
sient capillaries, caused by swelling, that are connected in parallel .
This complex combination of series and parallel passages will be i n
parallel with a continuous diffusion through the cell walls .

Am OR 1

REPEAT 2.5x PER cm. FOR LONG/TUD/NAL PASSAG E
300 x PER cm. FOR TRANSVERSE PASSAGE

r
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In calculating the longitudinal diffusion through a swollen block o f
wood of unit length and cross section, the following formula is used :

	 1

	

Q
	 lP

	

lm+ lm

q1+ g m
+q

p

1
nw

+(1-Am)St (1)

'and lb calculating transverse diffusion, the formula :

+ lmn ES,

	

(2)
1

Ti t

In these equations Do represents the normal diffusion constant of th e
solute per unit dimensions of the bulk diffusion medium ; De the
diffusion constant effective in the completely water-filled wood in th e
longitudinal direction per unit dimensions of wood ; and D t the cor-
responding value for the transverse diffusion ; the other symbols have
the significance shown in table 1 . The first term inside the paren-
theses in each of the equations represents the series and paralle l
diffusion through the system of fiber cavities, pit membranes, an d
communicating cell-wall capillaries ; the second term represents
continuous diffusion through the cell walls .

TABLE 1 .-Average capillary-dimension data and their source, for the heartwood o f
a softwood with a swollen-volume specific gravity of 0 .865

Property or dimension

	

Symbol

	

Value

	

Source of valu e

Fractional void volume and cross-sec 	
tional area :

Fiber cavities of dry wood 1	 Ad . 0.722

Fiber cavities of swollen wood 1 _ _ _ Am .615 1- \ .9o+ v /

Average cross-sectional area : 1- FDry wood fibers	 ad 1, 000 . K 2
?7.i=

Fiber cavities of swollen and dry Am

	

Ad(1-S )wood	 of 722 .µa net or

	

n 1 a

Swollen-wood fibers 	
Specific gravity :

am 1,111 . u2 n t2 .

Apparent, swollen-wood substance__ go - 1 .53 Water displacement .

g mWood (dry-volume basis) ___________ gd .406 11-5

Wood (swollen-volume basis)	 g m .365 Assumed value .
Wood substance	

Average thickness, double cell walls of
go 1 .46 Helium displacement .

dry wood I __ __ Id 5. 2µ 2(rd-rr )
Average effective fiber-cavity length	 le . 285 cm . From if and fiber overlap .
Average fiber length 	 If . 38 cm . Statistical flow methods (table 4,

p . 59) .

g d

g o

g

A
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TABLE 1 .	 Average capillary-dimension data and their source, for the heartwood of
a softwood with a swollen-volume specific gravity of 0.365-Continue d

Property or dimension

	

Symbol

Average thickness :

	

Double-cell walls of swollen wood I .

	

l m
Pit membranes	 lp

	

Fractional moisture content of wood at

	

m
the fiber-saturation point at 25° C .
(weigh( t1:14 ;5 -

	

Number of fiber cavities traversed per

	

7r r
nnit.Iette .h in longitudinal direction .

	

Average ntarubcr of fibers rravc•r:sked tier

	

7t e

ecuti nletel" in the radial anti tangen-
tial directions for swollen wood . i

	

Number of pit membranes or double cell

	

v.,.
walls traversed irk series when the
lcngllt iFL the fiber direction is 1 ern .

Finefirirt,3l cr 355 sk'etlinl :

	

Trattsielil .

	

cell-wall

	

capillaries

	

of

	

Q :
water-swollen wood effect ive for th e
passage of molecules the size r f the
n-urI•r ut,lecule in the longitudina l
direction from one fiber cavity t o
another . ,

	

Transient cell-wall capillaries of

	

Q ,
water-swollen wood effective for th e
passage of molecules the size of th e
water molecule in the transverse
directions from one fiber cavity t o
another . ,

	

Effective fractional cross-sectional area

	

q r
of the permanent pit-membrane pore s
for longitudinal passage .,

Fractional cross section of the transien t
pit-membrane capillaries of water -
swollen wood for the passage of mole-
cules the size of the water molecule .
exclusive of permanent pores . ,

Fractional area of the tangential wall s
of the fibers covered by pits .

Effective fractional cross-sectional are a
of the permanent pit-membrane pore s
for transverse passage . ,

Average radius :

	

Fibers of dry wood 1	

	

Fiber cavities of swollen and dry

	

r f
wood .

	

Fibers of swollen wood 1	

Permanent pit-membrane pores of

	

r p
swollen wood .

Radius of the transient cell-wall capil -
laries effective for the flow of water .

Fractional external volumetric shrink-
age of wood to oven-dry condition .

Fractional cross section :
Transient cell-wall capillaries of

water-swollen wood effective fo r
the passage of tciclcc.ul0s the size
of the water molecule in fiber
linietio]] . 2

` I' raftsisnt, cell-wall capillaries o f
water-swollen wood cf eel.ivc 101-
the passage of molecules the siz e
of the water molecule at righ t
angles to the fiber direction . ,

F ractional liquid volume of swollen cel lwall .

q m

q p

q t

r a

r m

r ,

S

Sr

St

Valu e

7 .2N.
1 . µ

.30 6

3. 5

300 .

2 . 5

.101

.0063

.003 8

. 0001 1

.01 4

.00052

. 27nµ

.1 0

.0154

.0078

Source of value

2(rm-rf )
Microscopical estimate .

Sorption measurements (fig . 24, p .
58) .

1/l e

Microscopic count and measure-
ment (table 5, p . 60) .

From Se and structural considera-
tions .

S r
rm

((1+mga) )

p

Average specific gravity of adsorbed

	

p

	

1 .113

	

From m, go, and ga.

water at the fiber-saturation point .

2
Thhese

ese
quantities will increase with

will vary with the lmoisturegcontentras shown on ap 74 of the Appen
rdmanner.

3 These quantities will decrease with increasing moisture content in
a

.
practically linear manner .

V .287
'rag a

Electro-osmose measurements .

Microscopical estimate .

Electro-osmose measurements .

From aa, assuming fiber cross sec-
tion circular .

From ar, assuming fiber cavity
cross section circular .

From am, assuming fiber cross sec-
tion circular .

Permeability measurements to air
of different relative humidities
(fig . 26, p . 65) .

Estimated from distribution of
capillary size curve (fig . 30, p . 70) ,
and immobilization of surface-
adsorbed molecules .

Average experimental value for
softwoods with a swollen-volume
specific gravity of 0 .365 .

From V corrected for frictional ef-
fects and structural considera-
tions .

From Sr and structural considera-
tions .

'AL
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The terms qt+qand qt+q~ represent the reciprocals of the com-
m

bined effectiveness of the permanent and transient pit-membran e
pores that are connected in parallel . 1 n ,,/q, is the reciprocal of the
effectiveness of the pit chambers . As this structure is in series with
the combined pit-membrane system, the reciprocals are added . The
total pit systems are in parallel with part of the cell wall capillar y
systems with effectivenesses Q l /l,n and Q t/lm so that these effectivenesses
have to be added. The combined fiber-cavity communicating effec-
tivenesses ,

the fiber-cavity effectiveness (Ant for longitudinal passage and 1 fo r
transverse passage) are added .

In equation 2 the fiber-cavity effectiveness reduces to unity as th e
cross section is equal to 1 X2rmnt , and the combined length is equal
to 2r,,n t . The continuous diffusion through cell walls in the longi-
tudinal direction is through all the wood substance, the cross sectio n
of which is 1 minus the cross section of the fiber cavities, 1-A„,, and
the length of paths is unity per cube of wood 1 centimeter in eac h
dimension. In the transverse directions the, continuous- passage i s
through only part of the cell wall, as shown in figure 6 . The cross
section of any one path per centimeter cubed of wood is lmX 1 . As
there are n t paths per centimeter of breadth, l7n X n t is the total cross
section effective for continuous passage through cell walls, and th e
length of path is unity .

DIFFUSION OF SOLUTES INTO WATER-SATURATED HEARTWOO D

When the values given in table 1 for the capillary dimensions of a
water-swollen softwood with a swollen volume specific gravity o f
0 .365 are substituted in equations 1 and 2, the following values ar e
obtained :

D,=D,
11

	

. . 2 5 +0 .005\

`0.65 0

	 +	

13 +140

	

J

=Do( .538 1
-X 0 .016

	

/+0 .005)=0 .649 Do\ 1

Dt =D 0

	

z

	

-+ 0 .001 7
	 300	1 + 4 .76+8 .75

1

	

Q a
l.,

+1"a+
r

qz+q7+ q n

in equation 1 and the corresponding value in equation 2 are in serie s
with the fiber cavities . The reciprocals of the combined fiber-cavity
communicating effectiveness multiplied by the- number of commu-
nicating structures traversed per unit' distance in series (n,, for longi-
tudinal passage and n t for transverse passage) and the reciprocals o f

and
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D°( 1
	 1'2 .2+0.0017 =0 .0448 Do

~-- 2

D1/D,=14 . 5

The steps in the solution are given to show the effects of each struc-
tural element . In the longitudinal direction the resistance to diffu-
sion of the combined pit-system and transient cell-wall capillaries i s
negligible in comparison with the resistance through the fiber cavities .
The longitudinal diffusion is limited almost entirely by the cros s
section of the fiber cavities, the contribution to the diffusion by the
continuous transient cell-wall capillarity being practically negligible .
In the case of the transverse diffusion, the resistance due to the pit
system is about twofold greater than that due to transient cell-wal l
capillaries . Their combined resistance is considerably greater tha n
that attributable to the fiber cavities .

It is of interest to determine how the values of D i and D, and their
ratio, which have been calculated for specific capillary dimensions, will
vary over the normal range of variation of the capillary dimensions .
Variations in the fiber length and fiber overlap have a negligible effect
on D i since n,° and Q a are practically ineffective in equation 1 . Vari-
ations in the diameter of the fibers have a minor effect on D, sinc e
an increase in n, is accompanied by a corresponding decrease in 1,,,, rm ,
a,nd rf. An increase of n, from 300 to 400 causes a decrease in D, o f
6 .5 percent, and a decrease of n, from 300 to 200 causes an increas e
in D, of 9 .4 percent . A change in the specific gravity of the wood
changes both D, and D, appreciably as a result of the changes in A m
and in 1 1 . which affects Q,, and changes in 1,o . The variations in D i,
D,, and D,/D, with changes in the specific gravity of the wood are
given in figure 8 . 1), decreases in a practically linear manner wit h
an increase in the specific gravity of the wood, whereas D i decreases
more rapidly in the low specifre.-gravity range than in the high sped fie -
gravity range, with increasing specific gravity . The ratio 1),/D r is
fairly constant, over the normal specific gravity range of wood .
Dr/D„ is practically equal to A n„ whereas D,/D ° shows no simpl e
relationship with A m .

Variations in the effective pit-membrane pore cross section an d
thickness rl, and l,, mill not be effective in determining 17, and will b e
only niodera,tely effective, in determining D, . Doubling the value o f
qz will cause a 16 .7 percent increase in D,, and halving q, will cause an
11 .4 percent decrease in D,. Doubling the. values of (f,,, and q p wil l
cause a 9 .8 percent increase in D t, and halving both q., and q, will
cause a 7 .8 percent decrease in P . Doubling the value of 1, wil l
cause a 14 .1 percent decrease in D, and halving 1,, will cause it 19 .4
Percent increase in D, . Normal variations in the effective capil-
lary cross section of the cell wall will have a negligible effect on
D, Variations of Q, and S, which also affect q,, have a,n appreciabl e
effect upon D,. Doubling the values of Q t , Sr, and q„b will cause a
65 .6 Percent, increase in D,, whereas halving Q,, Sr, and [f,,t will cause
a 34 .4 percent decrease in D, . Variations in Sr and Sr between species
should not, be great:, as is indicated by the relative constancy of the
fiber-saturation point of different species of wood (40) . The un-
certainty of the exact value of S, rather than variations in S i between
species will affect the value of D i .
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It is thus evident that only variations in the specific gravity of a
softwood cause appreciable variations in D 1 . D 1 is also affected by
changes in the specific gravity of the wood, and to a considerable
extent by the other variables . As the values of D and D, are simi-
larly affected by the specific gravity of the wood within the norma l
range, t:he. ratio is only slightly affected . In any case the variation s
in D 1 and D, caused by variations in the capillary structure, are ver y
small compared with the variations in pressure permeability wit h
variations in structure that will be considered lamer .

In the calculation of the values for D 1 the fiber cavities have been
considered uniform capillary tubes with a uniform radius over thei r
entire length. As mentioned earlier (p . 3), fibers are tapered near
their ends. The differences in fiber-cavity diameters that occur i n
each tangential row of fibers, shown in transverse section in figure 2 ,
page 4, are largely due to this taper. The differences occurring in
the radial rows, however, are largely seasonal variations and exist
over the whole fiber length . In the tangential direction the narrower
third of the fiber cavities in any transverse plane section averag e
from about one-third to one-half of the diameter of the broader thir d
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of the fiber cavities. There is thus the possibility of a severalf ol d
variation in the area of cross section of a single fiber cavity along it s
length .

Consider, for example (case 1), two capillaries of unit length-one
with a uniform cross section of 2 units and the other with a . cross sect io n
of 1 unit . The diffusion through these two capillaries in paralle l
will be 3Do . Then consider (case 2) two capillaries made up of a
half-unit. length of each of the two capillary sizes . The diffusion
through two of these capillaries in parallel that have the same averag e
cross section as in case I will be 2 .67 Do . The nonuniformity of bore
of each capillary in this instance reduces the value of D i by 11 percent .
If there were a threefold variation in the cross section of each capillary
the diffusion value would be reduced by 25 percent .

Cady and Williams (7) determined experimentally the diffusion o f
urea, glycerol, and lactose into several species of water-saturate d
softwoods relative to their diffusion in water . The longitudinal
diffusion into the woods which they believe gave free unstirred diffu-
sion are given in table 2, together with the diffusion values calculate d
from equation 1 for the diffusion of a molecule the size of the wate r
molecule . The experimental values are in all cases lower than th e
calculated values by an amount consistent with the effects due t o
nonulliformity of the bore of the fiber cavities, and the fact tha t
the experimental diffusing molecules are larger than the wate r
molecule . The part of their data which they indicate as showin g
"hindered diffusion" may be the result of a variation in the fibe r
cavity cross section along its length of more than threefold . Their
"stirred diffusion," which occurred only in sapwood, is apparently du e
to stirring effects being transmitted from one fiber cavity to anothe r
through the pit-membrane openings, which are sufficiently large t o
permit convection .

TABLE 2 .-Diffusion, in the longitudinal direction, of solutes into water-saturated
specimens of several softwoods relative to the bulk diffusio n

Species

Specifi c
gravit y
of wood
(swollen -
volume
basis)

solute
Experi -
menta l
relativ e

diffusion '

Calculated
relativ e

diffusion
for uniform
bore capil -

laries

Percentage
deviation o f
experimen-

tal from
calculate d
relativ e

diffusio n

Redcedar, western	 0.425 Glycerol	 0.56 0 .59 5. 1
1)0	 .425 Lactose	 .54 .59 8. 5

Fir, white	 .350 Glycerol	 .54 .66 18. 2
1)o	 .350 Lactose	 .54 .66 18. 2
1)o - .350 Urea	 .54 .66 18 . 2

Hemlock, western	r
R .441 Glycerol	 .55 .58 5. 2

1)o	 .441

	

Lactose	 .48 .58 17. 2

' Data of Cady and Williams (7) .

In an earlier study (42), the electrical conductivity of wood fille d
with dilute salt solutions was determined . A sufficient concentration
01 electrolyte was used so as to nullify surface-conductivity effects .
The data for these measurements, expressed as the conductivit y
relative to that of the bulk solution for the passage of current in th e
fiber direction of the wood, are given in table 3, together with th e

714556°--47

	

3
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corresponding theoretical conductivities calculated from equation 1 .
In this case, as well as in the case of diffusion just given, the experi-
mental values are lower than the calculated by the amount predicte d
from the nonuniformity of the bore of the fiber cavities . The satis-
factory agreement between both diffusion and electrical=conductivit y
data with the theory of their equivalence serves to establish th e
validity of equation 1 .
TABLE 3 .-Electrical conductivity of wood saturated with dilute salt solutions rela-

tive to the bulk conductivity of the solution

Species
Specifi c

gravity o f
wood (gree n

volume)

Experimental '
relative elec-

trical con-
ductivity i

Calculate d
relativ e
electrica l

conductivity

Percentag e
deviation o f
experimental
from calcu-

lated relative
conductivit y

Yellow-cedar, Alaska (heartwood)	 0 . 442 0.476 0 . 57 17. 6
Redcedar, western (heartwood)	 . 290 . 648 . 72 10 . 2
Douglas-fir (heartwood) 	 .326 . 586 . 687 14 . 7

Do	 . 526 . 438 . 498 12 . 0
Douglas-fir (sapwood)	 . 403 . 533 . 614 13. 2
Pine, slash (heartwood)	 . 430 . 475 . 588 19 . 2
Pine, slash. (sapwood)	 . 456 . 478 . 564 15 . 2
Spruce, Stka (heartwood)	 297 . 607 .715 15 . 1

Do	 .347 .564 .667

	

15 . 4
Do . 370 .544 .646

	

15 .8

Data of Stamm (42) .

Cady 5 determined experimental values for the transverse diffusio n
of urea, glycerol, and lactose into water-saturated wood . Because
duplicate values could not be obtained with any appreciable degree of
accuracy, these measurements were omitted from the formal publie,a-
tion (7) summarizing his studies . The average values and the maxi -
mum deviation from the average of D,/D o obtained with white fi r
having a swollen-volume specific gravity of 0 .350 are as follows :
Three measurements with urea, 0 .069+25 percent ; seven measure-
ments with glycerol, 0 .059+20 percent ; and two measurements with
lactose, 0 .106+13 percent .

Three of the measurements with glycerol were made in the tangen-
tial direction of the wood . All other measurements were made in the
radial direction . No difference, in view of the limits of accuracy o f
measurement, was obtained in the two different directions . Values for
D 1/D o obtained with urea and glycerol agree fairly well with the
theoretical value 0 .046 for wood of the same specific gravity . . . The
experimental value obtained with lactose appears to be somewha t
higher. The general agreement, however, seems satisfactory .

Measured in the tangential direction of wood (42), the electrical
conductivity of southern pine (swollen-volume specific gravity 0 .430)
relative to the bulk conductivity was 0.046 . as compared to the
theoretical value for D 1/D o of 0 .038 . The experimental electrical
conductivity value for Douglas-fir (swollen-volume specific gravit y
0 .326) was 0 .037 compared to the theoretical value of 0 .049. Again
the agreement between the experimental diffusion and electrical con-
ductivity values with those predicted from the theory is sufficient t o
indicate that equation 2 will at least serve as' a means of obtaining
good approximations of the transverse diffusion through wood .

5 CADY, L. C. MOLECULAR DIFFUSION INTO WOOD . 1934 . [Unpublished doctor's
thesis. Copy on file Library, Univ . Wis., Madison . ]
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1-S because of the transverse shrinkage of the wood . The

2
increase in q, and q 1 due to the drying of the wood amounts to 37 percen t
(p . 68) .

Substituting these values in equations I and 2 gives D 1 =0 .655 D o ,
D t-0 .0173 D„ and D,/D, =37 .9 . The relative diffusion of a solut e
through wood in the longitudinal direction, D i/D o , changed but slightly
by shifting from an aqueous to a nonswelling diffusion medium, wherea s
the relative transverse diffusion, D,/D o , is appreciably decreased be -
cause of the fact that diffusion through the cell walls is eliminated .
Figure 9 shows the effect of the specific gravity of the wood upo n
D,/'D,,, D,/Do, and D,/D,. D i/Do decreases almost. linearly with a n
increase in specific gravity . ll t/Do decreases very slightly with an
increase in the specific gravity of the wood throughout the normall y
occurring range of specific gravity values . DJ), has a maximum at a
specific gravity value below t hat of any known wood and decrease s
slightly with increasing specific gravity of the wood above this point .

DRYING OF HEARTWOOD

The drying of wood is a much more complicated process than th e
diffusion of a solute into wood that is completely saturated with eithe r
a polar or a nonpolar liquid . Most ost of the evidence indicates that th e
process is at least in part a diffusion phenomenon . Tuttle (55) ,
Sherwood (35), and Kollmann (25, 26) have shown that the moistur e
gradients and drying rates obtained in drying wood under definit e
boundary conditions can be theoretically reproduced by Fourie r
analysis methods (21) with a fair degree of accuracy by assuming tha t
the phenomenon is one of simple diffusion over the complete moisture -
content range. If drying were controlled by simple diffusion, how -
ever, the diffusion constant and the diffusivity in the Fourier form of
the equation should be independent of moisture content . This is not
the case for either the longitudinal or transverse drying of woo d
according to the measurements of Stillwell (54) and of Martley (30)
in which the equilibrium moisture gradients set up under stead y
state drying conditions were determined .

These complications undoubtedly arise from the complex nature of
the capillary structure of wood. In the drying of wood the dimensions
of the structural units vary from lamina to lamina in the direction of
the drying gradient as a result of the accompanying shrinking . The
movement of liquid or vapor in response to this gradient is furthe r
complicated by the fact that three different driving forces can b e

DIFFUSION OF SOLUTES INTO HEARTWOOD SATURATED WITH A NON -
SWELLING SOLVENT

It is of interest to calculate the expected diffusion of solutes into
wood containing nonswelling solvents . Under these conditions S 1 ,
S t , 0, and Qt will all be equal to zero as the cell-wall capillarity be -
comes negligible . Am (Ad in table 1), n t and q t will all be increased,
and lm will be decreased (l d in table 1) . The number of fibers trav -
ersed per centimeter, 300, will be increased to 316 by the multiple

1
factor
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effective, namely, (1) the flow of liquid through the coarse capillary
structure due to capillary forces, (2) the flow of vapor through the
coarse capillary structure due to a relative vapor-pressure gradient ,
and (3) the movement of bound water through the cell walls due t o
a moisture-content gradient .

A slight depression of the vapor pressure may occur above the fiber -
saturation point (p . 56), when this point is defined as the moisture
content at which the cell walls are saturated but no free water exist s
in the cell cavities. This will furnish a motivating force for the
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FIGURE 9.-Calculated diffusion functions in relation to bulk diffusion for th e
passage of solutes with molecules the size of the water molecule through woo d
of different specific gravities saturated with a nonswelling solvent .

movement of capillary water and water vapor above the fiber-satura-
tion point . The movement of this virtually free water is considere d
later (p. 43) .

The movement of both bound water and water vapor below th e
fiber-saturation point should be controlled by diffusion . The diffusion
will, of course, be complicated by the fact that two different driving
forces are involved . The proportion of each that is effective will vary
with changes which occur in the capillary structure as a result o f
moisture-content changes . In spite of these complexities, the drying

0.8
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process can be analyzed in a way similar to that used in analyzing th e
diffusion of the solutes through wood saturated with either a swelling
or a nonswelling liquid .

For simplicity, the wood will be considered as made up of laminas o f
dry wood and laminas containing one-fourth, one-half, three-fourths ,
and all of the moisture equivalent to the fiber-saturation point condi-
tion on a volume of water per unit volume of swollen wood substanc e
basis. The capillary dimensions Am , rm , lm , q t , and m (table 1, p . 12)
will vary linearly between the dry and fiber-saturation point condition .
The changes in S i and S t with moisture content are given on page 7 4
of the Appendix .

The diffusion of water vapor in air can be expressed by the following
equation (International Critical Tables) :

/ T '' 75 760dv=0 .220( 273) P\

	

a
(3 )
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FIGURE 10.-Effect of temperature on the diffusion constants of water vapor and
bound water .

m which dt,, in square centimeters per second, is the diffusion constan t
of water vapor in air for the absolute temperature T and air pressur e
P a (in millimeters of mercury) . At 40° C . and atmospheric pressure ,
4= 0 .280 . The diffusion values, in which the gradient is in terms o f
change in grams of water vapor per cubic centimeter, can be trans -
posed to a relative vapor-pressure change gradient basis by multiply-
ing the value by the number of grams of water in a cubic centimeter o f
saturated water vapor . At 40° C . this is 0 .280 X 5 .1 X 10 -5 or 1 .43 X
10-5 . The variations of the diffusion constant of water vapor per uni t
relative vapor pressure with changes in temperature are given i n
figure 10 .

11
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The diffusion constant for the movement of bound water within th e
cell-wall structure can be estimated from Einstein's diffusion equation :

N
RT( 1

)Tiro

	

(4 )d am-	
6 ,7r

in which du, is the diffusion constant for the diffusing substance i n
square centimeters per second, R is the gas constant (8 .316 X 10 7), T is
the absolute temperature, N is Avogadro's constant (6 .06 X 10 23 ), n is
the viscosity of the diffusion medium, and ro is the effective radius o f
the diffusing particle or molecule, all in centimeter-gram-second units .
This equation was derived for the diffusion of dilute solutions of a
solute with spherical molecules in a liquid solvent . The viscosity
term is that for the solvent. In the case considered here, a mono -
molecular layer of water (about 6 percent (50)) will , be immobilized
by the wood so that down to this point the diffusion can b e. considered
as the diffusion of polymolecular layers of water through a system o f
monomolecularly held water . It thus seems justifiable to use th e
viscosity of the water as a first approximation for that of the solvent .
The equation on this basis gives a value for dw of 1 .74 X10-5 at 40° C.
The variation of d u„ with temperature is also given in figure 10 .

Moisture gradients in wood are normally expressed in terms of the
weight of water per unit weight of dry wood change per unit distance .
In the case of diffusion the gradient is normally expressed in terms o f
the weight per unit volume change per unit distance . The diffusion
of both water vapor and bound water was ;hence transposed to this
latter common basis . The diffusion constant of water vapor through
wood, Dv , will be equal to the diffusion constant' of water vapor per
unit relative vapor pressure, d v , obtained from figure 10 for the tem-
perature under consideration, multiplied by the rate of change o f

qIIrelative vapor pressure with changes in moisture content, Orrz' obtained
from the slope of the curves on page 58 of the Appendix at the moistur e
content under consideration, divided by g, the specific gravity of th e
wood on the basis of the volume at the moisture content under con-
sideration ; thus :

O

	

1D v =dv	 	 (5)
(Om -

The factor All
changes the diffusion constant from a relative vapor -

pressure gradient to a moisture-content gradient basis per unit weigh t
of dry wood, and the factor 1 changes the latter to a moisture con-
tent per unit volume of swollen-wood basis .

The bound-water diffusion constant d,,, is transposed to the desire d
basis by multiplying the rate of change of the moisture content on a
volume per unit volume of swollen-wood substance basis with respec t
to the moisture content on a weight per unit weight of dry-wood basis ,
	 T7
Om' obtained from the slope of the curve of figure 29 on page 69 of
the Appendix, at the moisture content under consideration . This is
multiplied by the specific gravity of the adsorbed moisture at the
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moisture content under.' consideration, p, to convert which is on a
weight. of water basis, to the units of Al' which is on a . volume of water
basis . This in turn is divided by T', as the cross section to be used i n
the following equations is in terms of the effective transient capillar y
cross section of the cell walls occupied by water rather than in term s
of the cross section of the cell wall itself . This value is divided by th e
specific gravity of the wood on a basis of the volume at the moistur e
content under consideration to convert from a weight : of dry wood to
a volume of swollen-wood basis ; thus :

D,,==du
: \gym % \ l

	

(6 )

Equations siinilar to equations 1 acrd 2 can be formulated, usin g
the appropriate diffusion constant for each part of the structure .
Du . 1i'a .5 iIsed for all the structure . Parts involving D„ were henc e
multiplied by Tlie longitudinal drying diffusion constant
relative to unit. dimensions of the wood through any one lamina a t
right angles to the drying gradient is represented by the formula :

(m

	

C rn

(i+(J,,,
/

	

q `

The corresponding transverse diffusion constant is represented by th e
formula :

D`= D,, I --
-1

-

A D ,,,+
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(7 )
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(8)

J
The symbols used in these equations are given in table 1, p . 12 .

Transverse drying, which is of major importance in drying practice ,
will be considered first . The steps in the calculation for the drying of
wood with a swollen-volume specific gravity of 0 .365 at, 40° C . are
given below for different moisture-content conditions to illustrate th e
effect of each of the factors . The calculations were made for fiv e
different moisture contents corresponding to equal increments of 1' ,
the fractional volume of the swollen cell wall that is occupied by water .

The following equations are used in making the calculations :

When m=0 .292 and V=0 .27 7

	

D i--= 14 .5X10-5 -	 1

	

--}-0.0017

	

=0 .444X14_6

	

1

	

_3U() _

0 .200 + 0 .200	 0 .0063
0 .0001 + O .0t}

_
172 0 .00072

0 .00052+0 .00055 + 0 .014
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When m=0.205 and V=0.208

D,=16 .4 X 10-t	 1 1304

	

0 .00093

	

=0 .376 X 10-s

	

0 .305 0 .305

	

0 .003 7
0 .0001 + 0 .00068 0 .00068
0.00058+0 .00021 + 0 .01 4

When m=0 .130 and V=0 .13 9

D,=18.7X10_ 5

When m=0 .063 and V=0 .069

D,=21 .8X 10 - '	 1

	

1312	 -}-0 .000045

	

i 04b0b0_5
1 .06 + 1 .06

	

0 .0002 1

	

0 .0001+0 .00058

	

0 .00058--0 .00067+0 .000004 + 0 .014

When m=0 and V= 0

	

D, 22 .5 X 10-5	 1
1

315
+0

= 0.174 X 10_5

41 .445 + 0 .445
0 .0001 +0+ 0.0005 4
0 .00071+0 0 .01 4

The drying diffusion values D, change but slightly with a decrease in
moisture content except at very low moisture contents . This is
because the Da values and, consequently, the D V/DW values increas e
appreciably with decreasing moisture content down to about 6 per-
cent moisture .content and then decrease again . This, in turn, is due
to the fact that the rate of change of relative vapor pressure with .
changes in moisture content (p . 58) occurs in the same fashion . - Even
though the effective transient cell wall capillary cross section decrease s
appreciably with decreasing moisture content, the fact that the rela-
tive vapor-pressure gradient per unit moisture-content gradient i s
steeper at the lower moisture contents compensates for the former .
The D, values are controlled chiefly by bound-water diffusion at th e
higher moisture contents and by water-vapor diffusion at the lowe r
moisture contents .

Figure 11 gives these values for the transverse drying diffusion
constant relative to unit dimensions of the wood plotted against th e

1	 308

	

0 .775 0 .775

	

0 .001 6
0 .0_001 + 0 .00062+ 0 .00062
0A0063+0 .000035 0.014

1 +0 .00036

	

=0 .395X10 -5
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moisture content for the wood with a swollen-volume specific gravity' '
of 0.365, just considered, and for wood with other specific gravities ..;:
Figure 12 gives the average transverse drying diffusion constant i n
relation to unit dimensions of the wood for wood dried from the
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FIGURE 11 .-Transverse drying diffusion constants relative to unit dimensions of
the wood, for wood with different swollen-volume specific gravities and moistur e
contents dried at 40° C .

fiber-saturation point to different average moisture contents . These
values were obtained from the area under the curves of figure 11 ,
from the fiber-saturation point to the various final equilibriu m
moisture contents .
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The transverse drying diffusion values in figure 11 and the average
transverse drying diffusion values in figure 12 vary less with moisture
content for wood with high specific gravities thhan for wood with
low specific gravities . This is because vapor diffusion predominate s
in wood of low specific gravity, and vapor diffusion is proportional t o
the vapor-pressure gradient rather than to the moisture-content
gradient, in which terms the diffusion is expressed .

Martley (30) has experimentally determined the transverse drying
'diffusion constants relative to unit dimensions of the wood for Scot s
pine with a dry-volume specific gravity of 0 .56 (green-volume specific
gravity of 0 .49) at different moisture contents . His values show a
somewhat greater decrease in the diffusion values with decreasing
moisture content than the theoretical values just given. It is,
however, possible to draw moisture-gradient curves through hi s
experimental data that will give practically linear gradients over th e
range for which the corresponding theoretical D i curve of figure 1 1
is quite flat . This shift in his gradient curve, which is entirely withi n
the range of accuracy of his data, greatly improves the agreemen t
between his experimental values and the theoretical values .

Average transverse drying diffusion constants relative to uni t
dimensions of the wood were calculated from Martley's (30) rate-of-
drying data for different surface moisture-content boundary condition s

.by considering the moisture gradient across the sections to be linear .
Because of the fact that the moist side of his specimens was not i n
equilibrium with unit relative vapor pressure, his equilibrium surfac e
moisture contents taken from his gradient curves were used instead
of the theoretical fiber saturation point, for the high moisture-conten t
boundary condition . Other points on his rate of moisture loss -
equilibrium"., vapor concentration curves were transposed to rate o f
moisture loss-moisture content curves by converting the concentration s
to relative vapor:pressure terms and then to moisture-content terms ,
using the data given on page 58 of the Appendix. The average
transverse drying diffusion constants D i were then calculated from
the steady-state diffusion equation

Qa

	

(9)D t = g(Am)

in which Q is the rate of loss of moisture in grams per square centimeter
per second, a is the thickness of the specimen in centimeters, g is the
average specific gravity of the specimen, and Am is the change i n
moisture content between the two faces in grams per gram of dr y
wood . These calculated values for specimens Nos . 1 and 3 are also
plni led in figure 12. They are in good agreement with the corres-
ponding theoretical values for wood with the same specific gravit y
(0 .49 on a swollen-volume basis) .

The average transverse drying diffusion constants at 40° C. relative
to unit dimensions of the. wood from the fiber-satui' . Lion point to the
oven-dry condition are plotted against the specific gravity of th e
wood in figure 13 . These values were obtained from the complet e
area under the curves of figure 11 . Values calculated from th e
drying data of Bateman and Hohf (6) for Sitka spruce are also given
in figure 13. In calculating the 'diffusion values given in the paper
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of Bateman, Hohf, and Stamm (6) the final moisture gradient wa s
used rather than the effective mean moisture gradient over the whole
drying period . Strictly speaking, this would be correct only under
steady-state conditions. Although the relative values are correc t

0.8
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FIGURE 13 .-Average transverse drying diffusion constants relative to uni t
dimensions of the wood, for wood with different swollen-volume specific gravitie s
when dried at 40° C . from the fiber-saturation point to an oven-dry condition .

and, consequently, the conclusions drawl therefrom, the actual
diffusion values are too high . This can be shown to be the case b y
calculating the drying-diffusion constant from the remaining evap-
orable water according to the Method described later (p. 31) .
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The diffusion values given in table 1 of the paper of Rate .man, llohf ,
and Stanin7 (6) were hence divided by the average correcting facto r
3 .17 and by the specific gravity of the wood on a swollen-volum e
basis to convert from a gram per centimeter per second basis to a
square centimet er per second basis. Although these values fal l
somewhat below the theoretical curve, they fall on a curve paralle l
to it .

The effect of changes in the drying temperature upon the transvers e
drying diffusion constant, relative to unit dimensions of the wood, i s
given in figure 14 . As the temperature increases the vapor diffusion

2 4
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FIGURE 14.-Transverse drying diffusion constants relative to unit dimension s
of the wood, for wood with a swollen-volume specific gravity of 0 .365 and
different moisture contents, dried at different temperatures .

becomes the predominant factor, because Dv increases more rapidly
than D u, . The peculiar shape of the curves at the higher temperatures
is largely the result of the nonlinear conversion of the vapor-pressure
gradient to moisture-content gradient terms (p . 58) .

The average transverse drying diffusion constants relative to uni t
dimensions of the wood between the fiber-saturation point and a n
equilibrium surface-moisture content of 10 percent were calculate d
from the area under the curves of figure 14 down to a moisture content
of 10 percent and from similar curves for wood with different specific



gravities. These values are plotted in figure 15 . The curves indicat e
' that the average diffusion values increase appreciably with an in -

crease in temperature . This increase is, as previously stated, greater
for wood with a low specific gravity than for wood with a high specifi c
gravity because vapor diffusion is greater in the former case, an d
vapor diffusion increases much more rapidly with increases in temper-
ature than the bound-water diffusion (fig . 10) .

Tuttle (55), Kollmann (25, 26), Sherwood (35), and Sherwood an d
Comings (36) have calculated transverse drying diffusion constant s
relative to unit dimensions of the wood from Fourier analysis (21 )
considerations on the assumption that the diffusion law is applicable
over the complete moisture-content range and that the diffusion
constant does not vary with moisture content . Tuttle made hi s
calculations from moisture-distribution data, whereas the other
investigators used rate-of-drying data .

Tuttle (55) has shown that the drying diffusion constant D can be
obtained from the distance into the wood ao at which the moisture
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content after the time t is the fraction 0 (q) of the initial moistur e
content, thus :

The value of q corresponding to 0 (q) can be determined from the
probability integral

e(q) = -L, f4e-i'2d$Air

	

(11)

with the use of tables (23) .
Newman (31) has shown how the diffusion constant can be cal-

culated from drying-rate data for a continuous slab . He has de-
veloped a relationship between the fraction of the original evaporabl e

water E held by the drying material at time t, and 4Dt, in which D is
a

the diffusion constant and a is the thickness of the slab. The rela-
tionship is expressed by a complicated expansion equation whic h
converges a t such a rate that only a few terms have to be used . Sher-
wood and Comings (36) have simplified the relationship by usin g
only one term . Except for very short drying times, they have shown
that

a
\

.D= -
dinEdt

a dt Jl

in which a is the thickness of the slab and E is the fraction of th e
original evaporable water remaining in the wood at the time, t . Koll-
mann (26) used an equation similar to equation (12) .

It will be of interest to compare the calculated average dryin g
diffusion constants relative to unit dimension of the wood, obtained
by these investigators, with the theoretical average values calculate d
from capillary structure considerations, especially since the value s
calculated from drying data have been questioned because of th e
assumptions on which they are based .

Calculated average drying diffusion constants relative to uni t
dimensions of the wood, obtained by Sherwood and Comings (36)
from drying data for sugar pine with a swollen-volume specific
gravity of 0 .375, are plotted iii figure 15 together with the theoretical
values for wood with it swollen-vohin}e. specific. gravity of 0 .365 . Th e
agreement at all the temperatures except the highest is excellent .
Kollmann (25) has calculated the ratio of the drying diffusion con-
stant at 50° C . to the value at 100° C ., from the drying data o f
Egner (10) . He obtained a ratio of 0 .17 . The theoretical ratio fo r
wood with a swollen-volume specific gravity of 0 .365, taken from
figure 15, is 0 .16 .

Similar comparisons between the drying diffusion constants cal-
culated from drying data and the theoretical values calculated fro m
capillary structure considerations are given in figure 16 . In this

_	 ao

	

(10)D-
(2q) 2t

(12)
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FIGURE 16.-Average transverse drying diffusion constants relative to uni t
dimensions of the wood, for wood with different swollen-volume specific gravi-
ties dried at different temperatures under relative vapor-pressure condition s
which give a surface moisture content of 10 percent .
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case specific gravity curves rather than temperature curves have
been drawn . included are values calculated from the drying data ,
of Bateman and Holif (6) for completely water-saturated Sitk a
spruce dried at various temperatures, from the steady-state dryin g
data of Martley (30) for Scots pine, and from the drying data o f
Kulllilann (26) for the average of seven specimens of ~spruce dried
at 63'C ., one specimen of fir dried at, 53° C ., and one specimen o f
pine dried at, 50° (' . Unfortunately, I1ollI uiI1in did not give th e
specific gravities of his woods, so average values for the specie s
were used .

in figure 17 the theoretical average transverse drying diffusio n
constants relative to unit dimensions of the v,ood are plotted i n
English units against the specific gravity of the wood, together wit h
values calculated from unpublished drying-rate data by Loughborough
(Forest Products Laboratory , LT . S. Department of Agriculture) .
A single value (upper Sitka spruce value) was calculated by Tuttl e
(55) from nmisture-gradient data, .

The transverse drying diffusion constants relative to unit dimension s
of the wood calculated from drying data (figs. 15, 16, and 17) are, i n
general, in excellent agreement with the theoretical values calculate d
from capillary structure considerations . The agreement not only
indicates the validity of equation 8, but also shows that large varia-
tions do not exist in the capillary structural constants that are effec-
tive. in controlling rates of drying of the heartwood of the variou s
softwoods . The data also indicate that, the two assumptions o n
which the values calculated from drying data are based are at leas t
sufficiently accurate that they do not Cause appreciable errors in th e
calculated values. The assumption that diffusion is effective at, al l
moisture contents will be considered later . The assumption that
the diffusion values are independent: of the moisture content of th e
wood is shown in figure 11 to be reasonably accurate for all but th e
very lightest woods and for normal drying surface boundary con-
ditions (6 percent: moisture content or above) . The 40° C . curve
of figure 16 and the curve of figure 13 deviate from each other only
for the very lowest specific-gravity values, although the former
represents the average diffusion values from the fiber-saturatio n
point to 10 percent moisture content and the latter represents th e
average from the fiber-saturation point to the oven-dry condition .
Because, of this it was unnecessary to take into account, th e
boundary condition differences in comparing the transverse drying
diffusion values calculated from drying data with the theoretica l
values obtained from capillary structure considerations . The data.
indicate that the use of average diffusion values in place of actua l
values adequately represents the true conditions for the purpose of
calculating drying rates .

Average transverse drying diffusion constants relative to uni t
dimensions of the wood calculated from rate-of-drying data by Sher-
wood and Comings (36) and Loughborough and Peck h for a number
of different hardwoods are given in figure 18, together with th e
theoretical values calculated from capillary structure considerations

B LOU GHBOROUGH, W. K., AND PECK, E . C. U. S. Forest Prod . Lab., Madison ,
Wis., unpublished data . [n . d . ]

714556°-47
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for softwoods . ' A single value for oak 'was calculated from the steady-
state data of Stillwell (54) in the same manner as the values calculated '
from' the steady-state data of Martley (30) (p . 27) . The agreement
between the experimental hardwood values and the theoretical soft-
wood values is naturally not so good as the comparisons in figures 15 ,
16, and 17, because of the difference in capillary structure betwee n
softwoods and hardwoods . The qualitative agreement indicates ,
however, that the controlling capillary dimensions are, in general ,
of the same order of magnitude. The data also suggest that ther e
is very likely a greater variation between the capillary structura l
dimensions of the various hardwoods than between the various
softwoods.

Unfortunately, no data are available for the capillary structure o f
sapwood. The effective fractional cross section of the permanent pit-
membrane pores for transverse passage q, is, however, the only dimen-
sion that would be expected to vary more than twofold . It migh t
Ile anywhere from tenfold to a thousandfold greater for sapwood tha n
for heartwood . If it'is assumed that q, is ] 00 times as great for sap-
wood as for heartwood, the average transverse drying diffusion con-
stant relative to unit dimensions of the wood would be increased 2 .5
times in the case of wood with a swollen-volume specific gravity o f
0 .365 being dried at 40° C . from the fiber-saturation point'to the oven -
dry condition. If the drying were carried out at a higher tempera-
ture, the -increase in D, due to an increase of a hundredfold in q t
would be .still greater, since increasing q t increases the proportion o f
the diffusion which is vapor diffusion, and increasing the temperature
increases vapor diffusion considerably more than it increases bound -
water diffusion (fig . 10:) . Loughborough has calculated the average
drying diffusion constant relative to unit dimensions of the wood fo r
the sapwood of loblolly pine from rate-of-drying measurements at
71° C . He found .it to be about three times the value for the heart-
wnod (fig. 17) dried under the same conditions. . It thus appears tha t
q, must be about 100 times as great for the sapwood of loblolly pine a s
for the heartwood .

Transverse drying diffusion constants relative to unit dimensions
of the wood were calculated for several reduced air pressures fro m
capillary structure considerations . D v is greatly increased by a de-
crease in the air pressure (equations 3 and 5) whereas Dw and the capil-
lary dimensions are unaffected . As the pressure is reduced, vapor
diffusion accounts for a greater and greater proportion of the tota l
diffusion. Because of this the transverse drying diffusion constant-
moisture content curves given in figure 19 assume a peculiar distorte d
shape at low pressures with a, maximum corresponding to the inflectio n
point of the 'moisture content-relative vapor pressure curves (p . 58) .
The average transverse drying diffusion constants relative to uni t
dimensions of the wood for different air pressures obtained from the
area under thc. curves of figure 19 between the fiber-saturation poin t
and the oven-dry condition are plotted in figure 20 against the ai r
pressure . Average transverse drying diffusion constants relative to
the dimensions of the wood that weie . calculated from the drying
measurements of Bateman and Hohf (6) made under reduced air -
pressure- conditions Are also plotted . in figure 20 . Although the
agreeinent between the two curves is not soy good as might be desired,
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the curves do have the same form . The fact that the values calcu-
lated from the drying data deviate more and more from the theoretica l
values as the pressure is reduced is not surprising because no adequat e
means of sweeping the moisture away from the drying surface . was
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FIGURE 19.-Transverse drying diffusion constants relative to unit dimension o f

the wood, for wood with a swollen-volume specific gravity of 0 .365 and different
moisture contents dried at 40° C . under different reduced air pressures .

Possible and it is hence questionable if optimum drying rates wer e
mai ntained. The agreement between the experimental and theoreti-
cal values is sufficiently good, however, to indicate the general shap e
of the curve and to show that even under as complete a vacuum as
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possible (55 .3 mm. of mercury at 40° C .) and with optimum heat
input, drying rates could be increased only a few fold .

In the longitudinal drying of wood, as in the simple longitudinal
diffusion of a solute through swollen or unswollen liquid-saturate d
wood, the effect of the communicating pit-membrane pores and th e
transient cell-wall capillaries is very small . Equation 7 may thus ,
for all practical purposes, be reduced t o

Di=DvAm+Dw (1-Am) Si

	

(13)
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FIGURE 20.-Average transverse drying diffusion constants relative to uni t
dimensidns of the wood between the fiber-saturation point and the oven-dry
conditions, for wood with a swollen-volume specific gravity of 0 .365 dried a t
40° C. under different reduced air pressures .

Longitudinal drying diffusion constants relative to unit dimension s
of the wood were calculated for different moisture contents and
swollen-volume specific gravities of the wood . Areas were deter-
mined under plots of the different specific gravity curves from th e
fiber-saturation point to various equilibrium surface-moisture con -
tents . The average drying diffusion constants relative to unit dimen-
sions of the wood determined in. this way are given in figure 21 . The
average longitudinal drying diffusion values in contrast to those fo r
transverse drying increase appreciably with a decrease in moistur e
content. This is due to the increase in the relative vapor-pressur e
gradient per unit moisture content change as the moisture content
is reduced (equations 3 and 5) .
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Few data are available for the longitudinal drying of wood . This
is because wood is normally cut so that practically all the drying
occurs in the transverse directions . Further, most of the available
data are not for optimum drying conditions . Because of the fac t
that longitudinal drying is considerably faster than transverse drying ,
extremely high air velocities have to be used to take the moistur e
away as fast as it diffuses to the surface . Bateman and Hohf (6) are
perhaps the only investigators who used adequate circulation. They
circulated 55 to 2,500 liters of air per hour over an exposed woo d
surface of only 5 .3 cm . 2 Curves obtained by comparing weight los s
with the square root of the time for which the loss was computed
indicate that optimum drying was obtained in all cases after th e
first few minutes of drying (6) . From the gradient data and rate-of-
drying data, previously described (p . 31), longitudinal drying diffusion
constants relative to unit dimensions of the wood were calculated .
Values were also calculated for drying at relative vapor pressures o f
0 .20 and 0 .50 (equilibrium moisture contents of 4 .0 and 8 .4 percent ,
respectively) by considering the diffusion constants proportional t o
the slopes of the moisture loss-square root of time curves . All these
values are plotted in figure 21, together with the theoretical values.
The agreement between the experimental and theoretical values i s
surprisingly good .

Ratios of the average longitudinal to the average transverse diffu-
sion constants per unit dimensions of the wood will vary with th e
specific gravity of the wood, the drying temperature, and the boundar y
conditions . For a 10-percent moisture-content boundary conditio n
and a drying temperature of 40° C ., the ratio will increase from 7 . 4
for wood with a specific gravity (swollen-volume basis) of 0 .25 to
25.0 for wood with a specific gravity of 0 .80 . As the longitudinal
drying diffusion constant relative to unit dimensions of the woo d
increases rapidly with a decrease in the surface moisture conten t
(fig . 21) and the corresponding transverse value is hardly affecte d
by changes in the surface moisture content, the ratio will increase
considerably as the surface-moisture content is reduced .

The excellent agreement between the drying diffusion constants pe r
unit dimension of the wood obtained from theoretical capillary struc-
ture considerations with values calculated from drying data for bot h
transverse and longitudinal drying of wood under various tempera-
ture, pressure, and surface-moisture-content conditions for a great
variety of different softwoods with different specific gravities, give s
excellent support for the validity of the theoretical considerations .
The agreement is, in fact, better than might offhand be expected fo r
such a variable material as wood . The reason for this excellent agree-
ment is largely that the normal variation of the structural dimension s
of a softwood other than those depending upon the specific gravity ,
which are completely accounted for in the calculations, is small o r
has a small effect upon diffusion . For this reason the theoretical
curves of figures 15, 16, 17, and 20 can be used with a fair degree o f
accuracy in estimating the drying rates of the heartwood of differen t
softwoods with different specific gravities when drying under optimu m
circulation conditions at various temperatures, relative humidities ,
air pressures, and boundary conditions . The curves can even be used
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in determining the order of magnitude of the drying rates for th e
heartwood of hardwoods .

Newman (31), in his comprehensive mathematical analysis of
diffusion phenomena, gives methods for calculating diffusion values
under optimum circulation conditions from values calculated fro m
data obtained under less circulation . Combining this with th e
theoretical calculated diffusion values of this paper should mak e
possible the fixing of drying schedules for the drying of the heartwoo d
of various softwood species under any types of commercial conditions .

PRESSURE PERMEABILITY CALCULATIONS

SYSTEMS FREE FROM GAS-LIQUID MENISC I

The passage of virtually free liquids through wood under an externa l
driving force or internal capillary attraction is less sub ject tofundament a l
analysis than the diffusion of liquids, vapors, or solutes through wood .
This is due to the fact that the controlling structure is the most vari-
able part of the wood structure . Although mathematical values wit h
practical significance cannot. be calculated, a few generalization s
regarding the nature of the phenomenon and the effective structur e
call he ►Bade .

Ewart (12) has shown that the rate of flow of a liquid through a
combination of completely filled capillaries and larger tubes in serie s
under a definite hydrostatic head is practically the same as the rate o f
flow through a series combination of the same capillaries without th e
larger tubes. The large connecting tubes furnish a negligible par t
of the resistance to the flow of liquids and vapors . This is to be ex-
pected from the flow relationship of Poiseuille given in equations 1 8
to `?0, p . 63 . In the case of small capillary tubes the impact turbulenc e
effect at the ends of the capillaries is negligible as the flow is stream -
line (37, 88) . Because of this no correction term is needed in the
equation .

In a series combination of capillaries the rate of liquid flow throug h
each will be the same and hence the pressure drops through each wil l
be inversely proportional to the fourth power of the capillary radiu s
divided by its length, r'/l, or inversely proportional to the product o f
the cross-sectiona,l area of the capillary and the square of the radiu s
divided by the length, Ar 2/l . In a system made up of equal lengths o f
capillaries with radii of 1 and 10 units, respectively, connected i n
series, the pressure drop through the larger capillaries will be onl y
0 .01 percent of the total pressure drop . The resistance to flow through
the larger tubes will thus be only 0 .01 percent of the total resistance .

In the case of the longitudinal flow of water under an externa l
pressure through completely saturated wood with free water on th e
entrance and exit faces, the flow will be through a large number of
fiber cavities in parallel, each of which is in series with a large numbe r
of pit-membrane pores and transient capillaries in the cell wall con-
nected m parallel . The equation for flow through this system i s

(Amr/)
Pr=(li~

2 +Q~ w2)Pm

	

(14)
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in which Pf and P. represent the pressure drops through the fiber
cavities and the pressure drop through the communicating openings ,
respectively, and the other symbols have the significance given in
table 1, page 12 .

When the capillary dimensions effective for the longitudinal flow
through the heartwood of a softwood with a swollen-volume specifi c
gravity of 0 .365 (table 1) are substituted in equation 14, the equatio n
reads:

53,000 Pf= (3 .0+0 .0007) P,

or

	

Pf=5 .7 X 10- 5Pm

From this it is obvious that the pressure drop through the fibe r
cavities, as well as the resistance to flow, is about 0 .006 percent of
that for the communicating structure . The fact that the second
term in the parentheses on the right-hand side of equation 14 is only
about 0 .02 percent of the first term in the parentheses indicates that
the flow through the transient cell-wall capillary structure is only
0.02 percent of the flow through the permanent pit-membrane pores .

For transverse flow the equation i s

Aml
fPf=(glvp+'2lm'p2 )

P in

	

(15)

2 .5 X 10 10Pi= (4.1+0.00035) P.
or

Pf=1 .7X10-1°Pm
The proportion of the total resistance to flow through the fiber cavitie s
is even much less than in the case of longitudinal flow, while the portion
of the flow occurring through the transient cell-wall capillaries is a
small fraction of the flow through the pit structure, similar to th e
case for longitudinal flow .

Variations in the specific gravity of the wood will have a negligibl e
effect upon the magnitude of the pressure permeability . Changes in
the specific gravity of the wood will affect only the values of A.
and 1.. in equations 14 and 15 . Severalfold variations in either of
these quantities will have a negligible effect upon the location an d
magnitude of the resistance t,o flow .

Permeability of the permanent pit-membrane pores of sapwoo d
may be a thousand times as great as for heartwood . The resistance
to longitudinal flow through the fiber cavities may, under these con-
ditions, be as high as 10 percent of the total . For transverse flow
the resistance through the fiber cavities would still be negligible .
The proportion of the flow occurring through the transient capillarie s
in the cell walls of sapwood would be much less than for heartwood
in both structural directions . In the case of liquids that cause les s
swelling of wood than does water, the flow through the transient
capillaries in the cell walls would be still less than the values cal-
culated . The passage of a liquid through the cell walls under othe r
than diffusion conditions can thus be. disregarded. The total resistanc e
to flow of liquids through softwoods may be considered as existin g
in the pit-membrane pores in all cases except that in which longi-
tudinal flow of liquid occurs through porous sapwood .

from which
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The resistance to longitudinal flow of liquid through softwoods i s
much less than the resistance to transverse flow per unit distance be -
cause of the fact that fewer pit-membrane pores have to be traverse d
in series per unit distance in the longitudinal direction than in th e
transverse direction . The ratio of the transverse to longitudinal
resistance should be equal to the ratio of the average effective fiber-
cavity length and the average fiber breadth, which is about 100 for
the average specific gravity of wood. It is for this reason that pres-
sure treatment of wood with preservatives is so much more effectiv e
in the longitudinal than in the transverse direction .

The effectiveness of the communicating pit structure not only
varies greatly between species and different specimens of the sam e
species, but from one annual ring to another, or even within the sam e
annual ring . This large variation of the structure which controls
flow accounts for the very irregular line of advance of treating ma-
terials into wood under pressure permeability conditions in all thre e
structural directions . The irregularity in the fiber direction is greate r
than in the transverse directions. This is primarily due to the better
chance of having either abnormally large or abnormally small open-
ings in the relatively few pits that are traversed in series per unit dis-
tance in the fiber direction as compared to the many pits that hav e
to be traversed in series per unit distance in the transverse directions .
Then, too, checks across the pit membranes sometimes occur in th e
last few summerwood fibers laid down near the end of the growin g
season . These tend to occur in series in the longitudinal direction ,
thus further increasing the probability that longitudinal penetration
will be more irregular than transverse penetration .

SYSTEMS CONTAINING GAS-LIQUID MENISCI

In general practice the movement of liquid through wood does no t
occur in a continuous liquid system with free liquid on the entranc e
and exit faces as has just been considered . When green wood is dried
or dry wood is treated with a liquid or solution, air-liquid menisci ar e
formed in the wood which add greatly to the complication of th e
processes .

'When a piece of completely water-saturated wood is dried in air ,
free evaporation occurs until menisci are formed in the pit-membrane
pores of the surface fibers . Further evaporation can occur only wit h

_an accompanying reduction in vapor pressure sufficiently great t o
overcome the added resistance to evaporation caused by the curvature
of the menisci in the largest pit-membrane pores . This reduction in
vapor pressure can be calculated from the size of the pit-membran e
pores, using equation 21, p . 65 . There can be a movement of the
virtually free water in the liquid phase when water is being evaporate d
from all faces of the wood only when the tension caused by the evap-
oration is sufficient to cause the fiber cavities to collapse, and thu s
relieve the restraint, to flow (17) . The reduction in vapor pressure
that will give a tension sufficient to cause collapse can be calculate d
from compressive strength data and the swelling-pressure equation :

_	 ( Pps _ _ My ln(p of (16)
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where P 3 is the swelling pressure in dynes per square centimeter, R
is the gas constant (8 .316x 10') , T is the absolute temperature ,
M is the molecular weight, v o is the specific volume, and pip ° the
relative vapor pressure of the swelling liquid . The internal pressure
over the high relative-vapor-pressure range of 0 .95 to 1 .0 is almost
directly proportional to the vapor-pressure depression, being 13 . 5
atmospheres per reduction in relative vapor pressure of 0 .01 at room
temperature . The elastic limit for the compressive strength pei tpen-
dicular to the grain for green softwoods is about 500 pounds pe r
square inch (16) or 34 atmospheres . This corresponds to a relative-
vapor-pressure reduction of 0 .025 and a capillary radius of 42 mg
(equation 21, p . 65) . Although this capillary radius is above the
average and most probable radius (p. 65), it is below the maximum
value for western white pine . A liquid-tension collapse could thu s
occur in this wood if it were completely water saturated only in' th e
fibers which had communicating pit membranes with no pore exceed-
ing 42 mj. in radius . Such fibers may occur here and there in th e
structure of some woods . In no case, however, would all fibers b e
expected to meet these requirements. This agrees with the fact tha t
in woods subject to this form of collapse, the collapse occurs at rando m
throughout the structure of the wood (17) . The movement of th e
virtually free water in the liquid phase in the drying of completel y
water-saturated wood will thus be limited entirely to cases where som e
collapse of the wood occurs .

Natural green wood is never completely filled with water, although
some of the fiber cavities may be completely filled . The fiber cavities
of green sapwood on the average rarely contain more than three -
fourths the amount of water required to fill them, and green heart -
wood fiber cavities contain much less . Practically all the fiber cavities
thus contain considerable air. When evaporation occurs from all
the surfaces of such wood, the virtually free water can move in the
liquid phase in a manner graphically demonstrated by Hawley (20) .
Tension set up in the pit-membrane pores of the surface fibers, du e
to the evaporation of water from menisci which are formed in them ,
causes the flow of liquid water from the interior fiber cavities if the
contained air bubbles have appreciably larger diameters than th e
pit-membrane pores from which evaporation occurs . In this case
the internal tension that is set up is relieved by the expansion of th e
air bubbles . As drying continues, diffusion of water vapor and
bound water will occur from the interior of the wood, causing a con-
tinual inward movement of the wet line, the line of transition betwee n
the virtually free and the bound water . It is shown on page 56 o f
the Appendix that the fiber-saturation point corresponds to a relativ e
vapor pressure of about. 0 .99 . This means that, the tension of th e
virtually free water at the wet line would be 13 .5 atmospheres . The
tension might locally be double this value in the case of fibers tha t
contained no pit-membrane pores exceeding the average in size .
An adequate tension is thus provided for appreciable liquid flow to
the wet line.

The mechanism of the liquid flow will, in general, be as follows :
In a series combination of fiber cavities containing equal-sized ai r
bubbles, the flow of liquid toward the wet line will occur first from th e
fiber cavity nearest to the surface, because the distance of flow and
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hence the resistance will be least . This bubble will expand, as flow
takes place., until it practically fills the fiber cavity . The bubbl e
meniscus will then tend to be pulled into one of the pit . orifices . This
will increase the curvature of the bubble to the point that the re-
sistance to further expansion exceeds the resistance to expansion o f
the air bubble in the next fiber cavity . Flow will then occur from
this second fiber cavity until the bubble practically fills the fibe r
cavity. Because of the irregularities of the fiber-cavity surfaces ,
the bubbles will never conform to the surface, since in doing so th e
curvature would be increased to a value greater than that of the ai r
bubble in another fiber cavity in the series combination . The wate r
in the second fiber cavity from the wet line can then pass throug h
channels between the bubble and the fiber wall of the first fiber cavit y
from the wet line . This will, of course, increase the resistance t o
liquid flow but will not prevent it .

The air bubbles in the fiber cavities will, of course, vary randoml y
in size so that flow may occur first from a fiber cavity an appreciabl e
distance in from the wet line . This bubble will, however, have to be
sufficiently larger than a bubble in a fiber cavity near the wet line t o
make up for the difference in flow resistance over the two distances .
As drying progresses, the chance of a bubble, in a fiber cavity at a
considerable distance in from the wet line, losing its water by expan-
sion of a contained air bubble before the same occurs in a fiber cavit y
nearer the wet line, becomes increasingly remote. This is because of
the greater probability under these conditions that the water wil l
have to flow through more fiber cavities that contain practically com-
pletely expanded air bubbles . It is also possible for flow to occur i n
isolated places in a direction opposite to the moisture gradient becaus e
of a lesser resistance to flow . On the average, however, flow will b e
toward the wet line at which evaporation is taking place, with a pre -
dominant tendency for the water nearest the wet line to move first .

The fact that the virtually free water can move in the liquid phas e
in natural green wood and that it cannot move in the case of completel y
saturated wood without accompanying collapse under tension set u p
in drying, accounts for the difference between the moisture-distribu-
tion curves obtained after partial drying of wood in the two conditions .
The moisture-distribution curve given in figure 22 is for a specime n
of 5itka spruce that was almost completely filled with water by a n
alternate vacuum and pressure treatment (6) . The. moisture-distri-
bution curve given in figure 23 is for a natural green specimen o f
the same wood (6') . The moisture-distribution curve in figure 2 2
shows a sharp break at the fiber-saturation point because of the re-
stricted motion of the virtually free water, whereas the curve in figure
23 shows no such break. If the air could have been completely
removed from the specimen of figure 22, the moisture-distribution
curve above the fiber-saturation point would have followed the verti-
cal dotted curve to the completely saturated condition . The fraction
of evaporated moisture that would have been lost in this case is th e
area A divided by the area A+B+C+D . Because of the fact that
there was a little air left in the specimen, a small amount of move-
ment of liquid water did occur . The actual fraction of the evapor-able moisture lost is hence represented by the area A plus area Bdivided by area A-{-B+C+D. If the liquid water had been able to
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move freely above the fiber-saturation point, the moisture-distributio n
curve in this zone would have been a continuation of the moisture -
distribution curve below the fiber-saturation point as is shown b y
analogy with the moisture distribution given in figure 23 . The frac-
tion of evaporable moisture that would have been lost if the liqui d
water moved freely is the sum of the areas A, B, and C, divided by
the area A+B+C+D .

The actual and theoretical moisture-distribution curves in figure 2 2
would require different lengths of time to be established . In the case
of free liquid movement, free water would contribute to the moistur e

O. Z 0.4 0.6 0.8

	

/.0

	

/.2 /.4 /.6 /.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2. 8
0/STANCE /NTO WOOD FROM DRY/N6 J/IRFACE (cm)

FIGURE 23.-Moisture-distribution curve obtained after drying normal gree n
Sitka spruce for 3 .75 hours in the tangential direction at 40° C. and 0 percent
relative humidity .

below the fiber-saturation point by moving into that zone and be-
com ing bound . Such motion would tend to keep the moisture-dis-
tribution curve below the fiber-saturation point at a higher level so
that a longer time would be required to attain the level given . The
reverse holds true in the case where no free movement of liquid wate r
occm's ; namely, that a shorter time would be required to attain the
P101sture distributioIt given because no movement . of free water occurs
Into the zone below the fiber-saturation point, thus tending to nialn-
tailti that part of the curve at a lower level . Comparative rates of
drying for the different conditions thus cannot be calculated from the
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areas in figure 22. Such comparative rates can, however, be calculated
from the data of Bateman, Hohf, and Stamm (6) for the . normal
green and practically saturated wood by comparing the fractions o f
evaporable water lost after the same time of drying. After 3 .75
hours' drying, the green wood lost 0 .124 of its evaporable water ,
whereas the practically water-saturated wood lost 0 .0978 of its evap-
orable water . The fraction of evaporable water lost per unit of tim e
is hence greater for wood containing some air, although the actua l
amount of water lost may be less. It was shown by Bateman, Hohf ,
and Stamm (6) that the same diffusion per unit moisture gradient
was obtained for the tangential drying of the green and the practicall y
water-saturated wood. It is the steeper moisture gradient, in th e
case of green wood maintained by'liquid watef- flow, that accounts for
the greater relative rate of moisture loss .

The fact that no break is obtained in the moisture-distributio n
curves for the drying of most green woods, which contain appreciable
amounts of air in the fiber cavities, indicates that the moisture gradien t
below the fiber-saturation point must control the rate of free wate r
movement above the fiber-saturation point . If the free water moved
faster than the bound water and water vapor below the fiber-satura-
tion point, the moisture content near the wet line would tend to buil d
up . This would require that the air bubbles in the fiber cavities nea r
the wet line be under compression and decrease rather than increase
in size . 'nder such conditions flow would tend to be reversed. The
moisture movement above the fiber-saturation point, though not in
itself a diffusion phenomenon, will thus be controlled by the diffusio n
below the fiber-saturation point and will appear as if it were a diffusio n
phenomenon. It is for this reason that Tuttle (57), Kollmann (26) ,
Sherwood (35, 36), and Loughborough were able to consider the
drying of wood a diffusion phenomenon over the total moisture-
content range (p . 31) .

" TREATING PROCESSE S

The treating of wood with preservatives, fire retardants, antishrin k
chemicals, . or chemical seasoning agents can be accomplished : (1) By
diffusion of the treating materials into green wood by soaking in a n
aqueous solution or packing dry chemical around the green wood ; (2 )
by replacement of the water in green wood with an aqueous solutio n
under a hydrostatic pressure .or electrical potential ; (3) by capillary
rise of the liquid or solution into dry or partially dry wood upo n
immersion in the solution ; or (4) by supplementing capillary rise with
the use of a treating cylinder by applying a vacuum . to the cyliu++der
containing the wood, running in the treating liquid while maintainin g
the vacuum, and then applying pressure (so-called full-cell process) ,
or forcing the liquid into the wood against an internal air pressure -
(so-.called empty-cell process) . The first of these methods is purel y
a diffusion phenomenon . The second method depends upon pressure .
permeability, while the last two methods depend upon a combinatio n
of capillarity and pressure permeability . When wood is treated with '
a water-soluble solute by processes 2, 3, and 4, provision must be
made for . the diffusion of the solute,into the cell-wall structure follow- .
ing the treatment of the coarse capillary structure .
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The question might. be raised as to why so-called osmotic treatin g
methods have not been considered . Cut wood, unlike growing plant
materials, contains no sernipermea.ble membranes (membranes per-
meable to water but not to solutes) except perhaps for molecules o f
colloidal dimensions. In the absence of such semipermeable mem-
branes the latent osmotic pressure change through a piece of woo d
manifests itself as a diffusion pressure change . There is hence no
real distinction between the. so-called osmotic. treating of wood an d
treating wood by the simple diffusion method .

The diffusion method is applicable, except when applied as a mul-
tiple-step process (48), only to the treatment of green wood wit h
water-soluble solutes . The method has not been extensively use d
because manufacturers, iii general, prefer fabricating their product s
from dry wood prior to treatment . The process, too, is very slow .
It has the definite advantage, however, of giving deeper and mor e
uniform treatment in across-the-fiber directions than can be obtaine d
by any of the penetration nietlrods, especially in the case of resistan t
woods . For example, white oak heartwood, which can be only super-
ficially treated by penetration methods, can when green, be treate d
to any practical depth by the diffusion method . Loughborough (28 )
found that sodium chloride diffused into this material at such a rate
that after 16 days' immersion at 43° C ., it attained a: concentration
0 .1 of that of the bath at a depth of 0 .5 inch from the faces . Readily
detectable amounts of salt were obtained at a depth of 0 .8 inch . In
34 clays an appreciable amount of salt had diffused to a depth of 1 .2
inches . Although such long treating periods would very likely b e
prohibitive for general commercial use on large specimens because o f
the. great tank capacity that would be required, they are not exces-
sively long for close piling of green wood with layers of dry solut e
between .

The diffusion method in which the material is merely immersed i n
the solution seems commercially applicable for the treating of gree n
veneer direct from the cutter knives, especially in the case of wood s
that have a high green moisture content . Stamm and Seborg have
found that '/n,-inch green sweetgum veneer takes up about 30 percen t
of t:he dry weight of the wood of a phenol-formaldehyde resin-formin g
mix from a 50-percent aqueous solution after 2 hours' immersion a t
40° C., while similar % 2-inch veneer takes up the same percent o f
resin-forming constituents in only ', hour . Dry sweetgum cannot be
treated more rapidly by the cylinder treating methods if time to open
and close the cylinder is included .

The diffusion method of treating is the only one applicable t o
chemical seasoning, and it must be applied to the green wood sinc e
the object of the treatment is to reduce seasoning degrade (27, 28) .
The treatment must also be in across-the-fiber direction because a con -
centration gradient iii that direction is necessary .

Of the pressure treating methods, the one involving replacement of
water in green wood with a solution is the only one in which capillarit y
Plays a Iumor role . This process is applicable only in the fibe r
direction of the sapwood of species which have a very high green-
moisture content, because of the large resistance to flow caused by air
bubbles in the fiber cavities . The pressures used are insufficient to
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cause air to pass through the pit-membrane pores communicatin g
between the fiber cavities (37, 38) . Hence, the air bubbles have t o
remain in their respective fiber cavities . Because of the irregula r
surface of the fiber cavities, these air bubbles cannot cut off flo w
entirely as the surface tension of the liquid tends to maintain a mini -
mum bubble curvature . Liquid is thus able to pass along the channels
between the air bubbles and the fiber-cavity surfaces . When the flow
has to occur through many such channels in series, the resistance be -
comes too high for the practical application of the method .

This method of replacing the water in green sapwood by an aqueous
solution is the basis of the Boucherie treating process and also th e
simple tire-tube method of fence-post treatment developed by th e
United States Forest Products Laboratory . '

The method of treating wood by merely soaking it in the treatin g
liquid is the simplest of all treating processes, but it is even slower than
diffusion . The early stages of penetration are fairly rapid when the
liquid wets the wood, but because of the building up of a back pressur e
of air within the wood the rate of capillary rise will fall off more
rapidly than would otherwise be expected .

Stamm and Seborg (53) found that sheets of !;6-inch Douglas-fi r
tveneer, containing 1 00 percent. of water on the basis of the dry weigh t
of the wood, took up 25 percent of the weight : of the dry wood of a
phenol-formaldehyde resin-forming mix in 8 hours by diffusion from a
50-percent aqueous solution . Similar veneer with a moisture conten t
of 6 percent: required 30 hours to take up the same amount of resin -
forming constituents by capillarity . During the first few minutes th e
dry veneer look up the solution faster than did the green wood, be-
cause of the initial unrestrained capillary action .

The natural penetration of dry wood can be materially aided b y
heating the wood prior to immersing it in the unheated solution . The
heat causes an expansion of the air . On cooling in the solution a
partial vacuum is created within the wood, thus allowing a freer capil-
lary rise. This method is not to be recommended, however, when
deep penetration is desired, except in the case of small specimens o f
readily treated species that are short in the fiber direction .

The treatment: of dry or partially dry wood with an aqueous solutio n
or nona.queous liquid, such as creosote, either by merely soaking o r
using a. cylinder treatment in which evacuation is followed by the ap-
plication of pressure, involves a. combination of capillary rise and
liquid flow . Hawley (20) has shown how the combination of th e
simple capillary rise equation with Poiseuille's flow equation, pag e
63, indicates that the penetration in terms of either the depth o r
the volume absorbed should increase parabolically with increasin g
time . The penetration should also increase inversely as the square .
root of the viscosity of the treating solution, and directly as the squar e

• root of the applied pressure . From experimental data. the time
relationship has been shown to hold reasonably well . Meager avail -
able data also indicate that the viscosity relationship holds roughly .
Hawley (20) has shown that the penetration seems to vary mor e

• nearly with the first power of the pressure rather than with the squar e

7 WIRKA, R . M., UNPUBLISHED REPORT NO. R1158. U. S. Forest Prod. Lab . ,
Madison, Wis., 1940.
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root . This he has tentatively explained on the basis of possibl e
stretching of the pit-membrane pores under the higher pressures and
a subsequent increase in the size of the openings .

Tice treatment of wood by the cylinder or pressure treating method s
has been so thoroughly discussed by MacLean ( ;J) that no attemp t
will be made to give more details in this highly specialized field .

This theoretical analysis of the means of passage of material s
through wood should enable those performing such operations to
understand better just what the treatments involve and should ai d
them in improving their methods .

SUMMARY

An analysis of the passage of liquids, vapors, and solutes throug h
softwoods under diffusion and pressure permeability conditions is
given on the basis of capillary structural considerations .

ignoring the passage. through resin ducts and ray cells, it is show n
that passage is restricted to that occurring through the fiber cavitie s
in series with the pit ehamiers and pit membranes, with the transien t
cell-wall capillaries in parallel with the pit systems, and that (-:cu ring
through continuous transient cell-wall capillaries . The effectiveness
of the different parts of the structure varies greatly with variation s
in the treating conditions . In some cases part of the structure i s
entirely ineffective .

The dimensions and extent of each of these capillary systems have
been determined by use of methods which automatically give sta-
tistical averages whenever possible .

Equations have been derived for diffusion through wood on th e
basis that the, diffusion is analogous to electrical conduction through
the combined series and parallel combinations of capillaries . The
controlling structural variables, other than those dependent upon . the
specific gravity of the wood, either vary but slightly in the heartwoo d
of different species, or these variations have a. minor effect upon
changing the diffusion values . Because of this, the calculated
diffusion values seem to be practically independent of species . The
diffusion of a solute into water-saturated softwoods in the longi-
tudinal direction is almost entirely dependent upon the effectiv e
fiber-cavity cross section . The diffusion in the transverse directio n
is primarily determined by the combined communicating capillar y
structure between the fiber cavities. As a consequence, the longi-
tudinal diffusion varies inversely with changes in the specific gravity
of the wood, whereas the transverse diffusion varies inversely as a
complex function of the specific gravity . In the case of the diffusion
of a. solute into wood filled witha nonswelling solvent, the longitudi-
nal diffusion is but slightly affected whereas the transverse diffusio n
is appreciably reduced, because the communicating capillary struc-
ture between fiber cavities is limited to passage through the pi t
structure .

The dry.i.ng of wood below the fiber-saturation point or the absorp -
tion of a liquid from the vapor phase by wood is shown to be . similar
to the diffusion through liquid-filled wood except that: (1) The
different laminas of the wood in a direction at right angles to the
drying or absorbing gradient will be swollen to different degrees and,
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consequently, will have different capillary properties ; and (2) two
different types of diffusion will be operative, namely, a bound-liqui d
diffusion through the cell walls under a liquid-content gradient and
the diffusion of vapor through the coarse capillary structure under a
vapor-pressure gradient . By converting to a common gradient basis ,
the combined diffusion for each lamina, has been expressed in a singl e
equation . At the lower temperatures and higher moisture contents
the bound-liquid part of the diffusion predominates, while at highe r
temperatures, at, lower moisture contents, and under reduced pressur e
the vapor diffusion predominates .

Average theoretical diffusion constants relative to the dimension s
of the wood have been calculated for the drying of softwoods with
different specific gravities under different boundary, temperature, an d
pressure conditions . These values compare favorably with diffusio n
values calculated from drying data for a number of different softwood
species . The data indicate that the theoretical values can be used
for determining the optimum drying schedules of the heartwood o f
various softwoods. The theoretical diffusion values for softwood s
seem to hold qualitatively for hardwoods .

The passage of a liquid through liquid-saturated wood with fre e
liquid on the entrance and exit faces has been considered by applyin g
capillary flow principles . The flow of liquid through the transient
cell-wall capillaries in parallel with the pit systems is in all case s
negligible . Except in the case of porous sapwood, practically th e
total resistance to flow exists in the pit-membrane pores .

The passage of a. liquid from or into wood under conditions wher e
liquid-air menisci can be formed in the wood is shown to be complicate d
by surface tension phenomena . The flow of virtually free liqui d
above the fiber-saturation point in the drying of normal green woo d
is controlled by the diffusion occurring in the zones below the fiber -
saturation point .

The treatment of wood under different treating conditions is con-
sidered in the light of the theoretical finding .
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APPENDIX: COMPILATION OF PHYSICAL AND STRUCTURAL
DATA USED IN CALCULATION S

FIBER-SATURATION POIN T

Water is held by wood either as surface-bound or capillary-held water within
the cell wall, or as virtually free water in the cell cavities . The vapor pressures
of the water held in the average-sized fiber cavities in a softwood will be reduced ,
as a result of the curvature of the menisci (equation 21, p . 65), by only 0 .0 1
percent. Even at the tapered fiber ends the reduction in vapor pressure ca n
hardly exceed 0.1 percent . The coarsest capillary structure in the water-swolle n
cell walls is, undoubtedly, below microscopic visibility as it is necessary to us e
more drastic swelling agents or dispersing agents to make the internal structure
microscopically visible . This would mean that no capillaries in the water -
swollen cell wall exceed 0 .2,u in diameter . These maximum-sized cell-wall
capillaries will reduce the vapor pressure by about 1 percent . There is thus a
rather abrupt break in the capillarity effect bet ween the transient cell-wal l
capillaries and the microscopically visible capillary structure . This break in
capillary sizes is somewhat bridged by the few large-sized pores in the pit niem-
branes that are microscopically visible (2, 3) but because of their small volum e
they are relatively ineffective in all but liquid-passage properl ies . Both the
surface-bound water and the water held by capillary forces within t he fine structur e
of the cell wall are thus held by forces sufficiently great to distinguish their effects
from those of the water in the grosser capillary structure which is virtuall y
free . Because of this discontinuity in the distribution of capillary sizes, a numbe r
of the wood properties show discontinuities in their relationships with changin g
moisture content .

The moisture content at which this discontinuity in wood property-moistur e
content relationship occurs is known as the fiber-saturation point . It can perhap s
be best defined as the moisture content of wood, in percent of the oven-dry weight ,
when the cell walls are saturated but no virtually free water is present in the
grosser capillary structure . It has sometimes been defined as the moist ure
content in equilibrium with saturated water vapor . Strictly speaking, this i s
not correct as all capillary structure depresses the vapor pressure of water some-
what so that under this definition the fiber-saturation point would correspond t o
the completely water-filled structure. According to the first definition for th e
fiber-saturation point, it will correspond to the moisture content in equilibrium
with a relative vapor pressure somewhere between 0 .99 and 0.999. In practice ,
however, the extrapolation of the relative vapor pressure-moisture conten t
curves to unit relative vapor pressure from relative vapor pressures below 0 .99
gives a value for the fiber-saturation point in good agreement with the value s
obtained by other methods .

The fiber-saturation point of Sitka spruce at about 25° C . in percent of oven-
dry weight, obtained from the effect of the moisture content on six differen t
properties of wood, is given in the following tabulation . Fiber

saturation
point

( Percent )
Equilibrium relative vapor pressure (extrapolation to unit relative vapo r

pressure) (51)	 3 1
Shrinkage (extrapolation to zero shrinkage) :

Volumetric (39) 2 9
Tangential (39)	 30

Do .(56)	 2 6
Radial (39)	 28

Do.(56)	 24
Heat of wetting (extrapolation to zero heat evolved) (51)	 2 9
Adsorption compression of water (extrapolation to zero compression of

water) (49, 52)	 30
Electrical conductivity (point of deviation from linear log of conductivity 	

moisture-content relationship) (89) 	 29
56
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Fibe r
saturation

poin t
(percent )

Strength (point of deviation from linear strength-moisture content rela-
tionship) (56) :

Static bending :
Modulus of rupture	 27
Modulus of elasticity	 27
Fiber stress at elastic limit__

	

_	 26
Work to maximum load	 29
Work to elastic limit 	 25

Impact bending :
Modulus of elasticity	 28
Fiber stress at elastic limit 	 29
Work to elastic limit 	 30

Compression parallel to grain :
Maximum crushing strength 	 27

Compression perpendicular to gram :
Fiber stress at elastic limit 	 28

Shear :
Average radial and tangential	 30

Torsion :
Modulus of rigidity 	 27
Shear stress at elastic limit	 26
Ultimate shear stress	 27

These values are all in very good agreement . Measurements made on differen t
species of softwoods vary but slightly, practically all values falling in the rang e
26 to 31 percent (45) . The fiber-saturation point values at different: temperatures
used in this publication were obtained by extrapolating the moisture content -
relative vapor pressure curves of figure 24 to unit relative vapor pressure . These
values are 30 .6, 29.2, 28 .3, 27.2, 25.1, and 22 .9 percent for 25°, 40°, 50°, 60° ,
80°, and 100° C ., respectively .

Barkas (5) has stated that the fiber-saturation point has no real theoretica l
significance. He is correct in his contention on the basis of the definition tha t
the fiber-saturation point : is the moist lire content in equilibrium with unit activit y
or unit relative vapor pressure. IIis argument is, from the author 's viewpoint ,
unfntirided when Ow fiber-saturation point is defined as the moisture content
at which the cell walls are saturated, but no virtually free water exists in the fibe r
cavities . The fiber-saturation point designates the break in the capillary size-
moistllre content relationship . The disco[ltiuliity ill the capillary size distribu-
tion between the largest transient cell-wall capillaries and the capillaries of th e
microscopically visible structure causes an apparent- limiting value in the relativ e
vapor pressure, shrinkage, heat of wetting, and adsorption compression-moistur e
content relationships, and a break or zone of maxtint im curvature in the electrica l
conductivity and strength-moisture content relationships .

SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF WOOD AND OF WOOD SUBSTANC E

The specific gravity of wood . the ratio of the weight of the dry wood to the
weight. of an equal volume of water, varies considerably for different species o f
wood and also within a single species . The specific gravity can be expressed in
terms of the dry volume . the completely swollen volume, or the volume at current
moisture content . In this publication the specific gravity of the wood is use d
on both swollen- and dry-volume bases . On the swollen-volume basis the specifi c
gravity of different, softwoods varies from about 0.25 to 0.80. On the dry-volum e
basis the values are somewhat, larger . Because of this large variation, the cal-
culations will be made for the complete range of specific gravities . The property
values given in table 1, page 12, however, are for a wood with a specific gravity o f
0.365 on a swollen-volume basis and the corresponding value of 0 .406 on a dry-
volune liasi which was calculated from the swollen-volume specific gravity an dthe volumetric shrinkage on the basis of the fiber cavities remaining unchanged insize on dr

ying (44) .
Because of the internaI capillary structure of wood, the volume occupied b yair or water is included in the external dimension volume . It is obvious that th e
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3 2

3

FIGURE 24 .-Desorption moisture content-relative vapor pressure curves fo r
Sitka spruce at different temperatures, taken from the data of Loughboroug h
(51) .

wood substance, itself, which occupies a considerably smaller volume, will hav e
a considerably higher specific gravity . The volume occupied by the wood su b-
stance has been determined by the amount of helium gas, water, or other Britt i d
that is displaced by the wood substance. Values for the specific gravity of woo d
substance based on a volume obtained by water displacement vary from abou t
1 .50 to 1 .56 for different species (9, 40) . These values are, however, too hig h
as water is so strongly held by wood that the wood is compressed. Helium gas,
which is not compressed by wood, gives a somewhat lower value, 1 .46, which may
be considered to represent the true specific gravity of wood substance (49) .

COMPRESSION OF ADSORBED WATE R

From the difference between the specific volume (reciprocal of specific gravity )
of wood substance obtained by helium displacement and by water displacement ,
the contraction occurring in the water hold by the wood at the fiber-saturatio n
point can he obtained (49 . 52) . This amounts to 0.031 cc . per gram of wood .
The compression occurs in the 0.306 gin . of water held by a gram of dry wood at
the fiber-sa,tural ion point at 25° C . The volume of (he adsorbed water is thu s
0 .300 Minus 0 .031, or 0 .275 cc ., and the specific gravity of the adsorbed water i s
1 .113 . The compression of the water increases with a decrease hi the moisture
content below the fiber-saturation point . The water first adsorbed has a specific
gravity of about 1 .3 (47. I9) .

FIBER LENGTH

The length of the fibers in any specimen of wood varies considerably . All
softwood species, however, cover about the same fiber-length range . 1 .5 to 6 . 0
mm ., and average about 3 .8 mm. In table 4, fiber lengths determined by a num-
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ber of different means are given for several species of softwoods . The agreement
between the fiber lengths obtained by the different methods is very good. The
average fiber length seems to vary but little among the different species . A_value
of 3.8 mm . or 0 .38 cm. is used as the average value in the calculations .

TABLE 4.-Fiber length of softwoods from different types of measurements 1

Species

Direct microscopical Electro-osmose
Hydro -
static
flow

Over-
coming
capil -
lary
rise

Num -
be r

meas-
ured

Mini-
mum

A ver-
age

Maxi-
mum

Mini-
mum

Aver-
age

Maxi -
mum

Maxi-
mum

Maxi -
mum

Yellow-cedar, Alaska	
Mm. Mm . R1m . Mm .

3 . 1
Mm .

3 . 3
Mm.

4 . 8
Mm .

4.5,
Mm .

4 . 5

Redcedar, western	 3 .i 3 .8 4 .5 3 . 2 3 . 8 5. 5 5. 5 5 . 6

Douglas-fir	 9910 3 . 2 3 . 5 3.8 5. 2 4 . 9
Hemlock, western	 1 .8 3, 1 3.7 3 . 1 3.8 5. 5

Pine, ponderosa	 3 . 2 3 .8 5. 7 8 . 4
2. 3 2, 8 3 . 7

50 2 . 4 4 . 2 5,4
3 . 2

i

3 .8 5.5 5 . 3Spruce, Sitka	 5 0
50

1 . 8
2 .4

3 . 6
4. 1

5 . 1
5 .4

i Measurements other than direct microscopical employed different means that automatically give statis-
tical averages and extremes for millions of fibers (37, 38) .

EFFECTIVE FIBER-CAVITY LENGTH

The average distance traversed by a material in passing through a fiber cavit y
in the longitudinal direction is not only dependent upon the length of the fibe r
but also on the fiber overlap. The fiber overlap is approximately one-fourth o f
a fiber length at each end . Thus, in order for a material to advance through the
fiber structure, it will enter at any point over the fiber overlap at one end an d
exit at any point in the overlap at the other end . The average path would thu s
be three-fourths of a fiber length, or 0 .285 cm. This will hereafter be designated
as the effective fiber-cavity length .

AVERAGE NUMBER OF FIBER CAVITIES AND WALLS IN SERIES PER UNIT
DISTANCE IN LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION

The average number of fiber cavities traversed in series per centimeter lengt h
in the longitudinal direction will be the reciprocal of the effective fiber-cavit y
length or-3 .5 fibers per centimeter . The number of pit membranes or double .cel l
walls traversed in series in the longitudinal direction per centimeter will be some -
what less than this, since no pit membranes or cell wall will be traversed in orde r
that a liquid, vapor, or dissolved material may enter or exit from the open-fiber
cavities which occur at both ends of a specimen. On the average, half of an
effective fiber length may be traversed at each end of the specimen without th e
laterial glassing through a pit membrane or cell wall . The average number of
pit membranes or cell walls traversed in series per centimeter in the longitudina l
direction will thus be the average number of fibers traversed minus 1 divided b y
the specimen length .

AVERAGE NUMBER OF FIBERS PER UNIT DISTANCE IN THE RADIAL AN D
TANGENTIAL DIRECTIONS

The number of fibers traversed per unit distance in the radial and tangential
threchoris through swollen wood can be readily obtained by counting the numbe r
of fibers in each of these directions on photomicrographs of swollen transvers e
sections of known magnification . The magnification should be sufficiently grea t
to make counting easy but not so great as to reduce the number of fibers on a
picture below the number in a complete annual ring .
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Photomicrographs 20 cm . in the radial direction and 15 cm. in the tangential
direction, with a magnification of 50 times, were used for determining the number
of fibers per centimeter given in table 5. Counts made in different parts of th e
photomicrographs gave surprisingly constant values. Any one count rarel y
deviated from the average of a considerable number of counts by more tha n
2 to 3 percent .

TABLE 5 .-Average number of fibers per centimeter in the radial and tangentia l
directions 1

Species

Average number of fiber s
per centimeter Ratio of

number i n
radial to

tangential
directionRadial

direction
Tangential
direction

Alaska yellow-cedar	 445 400 1 .1 1
Port Orford white-cedar	 332 357 .93
Northern white-cedar 	 322 330 .98
Douglas-fir	 300 300 1 .00
Fir, balsam	 328 367 .89
Fir, noble	 265 270 .98
Fir,red	 252 260 .97
Fir, Pacific silver	 285 247 1 .15
Fir, white	 277 307 .90
Hemlock, western	 323 353 .92
Larch, western-- 252 287 .88	 .	 .l o b l o l l y	

__

	

__

	

___

	

___________
360 313 1 .1 5

Pine, lnd gepole	 310 330 .94
Pine,longleaf_

	

--

	

-	_ 255 280 .91
Pine,easternwhite	 a

	

260 320 .81
Pine, ponderosa	 .	 316 307 1 .03
Pine, short leaf

	

--

	

-	 288 286 1 .01
Pine,sugar	 235 217 1 .08
Pine, western white (broad rings) 	 280 306 .92
Pine, western white (narrow rings) 	 300 317 .9 5
Redwood	 235 217 1 .08
Spruce, black	 385 337 1 .14
Spruce,red	 362 340 1 .0 6
Spruce, Sitka (normal)	 350 334 1 .0 5
Spruce, Sitka (compression wood)	 288 293 .9 8
Spruce, white	 325 306 1 .06
Tamarack	 303 320 .9 5

Average	 305 2 307 .99

Because these counts were made from single photomicrographs for each species, with but two excep-
tions, the values by no means represent the average for the species .

2 For simplicity a round-number mean value of 300 has been used in the calculations in this publication

The values given in table 5 are in all eases averages of at least two counts. The
table shows that the number of fibers per centimeter ranges from 217 to 445 .
The average numbers for the radial and tangential directions are practically equal .
The mean deviation from this average value for the radial direction was 12 percen t
and for the tangential direction 10 percent . The maximum deviation from th e
average was 45 percent . The ratios of the number of fibers in the radial to the
number In the tangential direction deviate practically the same amount fro m
unitv in both directions .

Unfortunately, no specific gravity data were available to determine the effec t
of specific gravity on the number of iii Hers per centimeter . In the calculation s
the numbers of fibers per centimeter in the radial and tangential directions have
been considered equal . The round-number mean value of 300 fibers per centi-
meter is used in the calculations .

FRACTIONAL VOID CROSS SECTION OF THE FIBER CAVITIES

The fractional capillary cross section of tile fiber cavities can be calculated fro m
the specific gravity of the wood and of the wood substance by assuming that. the
capillary structure in the longitudinal direction is continuous . This assumptio n
is justifiable because of the small proportion of cross-capillary structure in ,th c
form of ray cells and the large fiber length compared with its cross-sectiona l
diameter. The fractional void cross section of any transverse section cut fro m
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Am=Vm=1-C9m+gmm/

	

(17)
g o

	

p

in which Am and V,,, are the fractional void fiber cavity cross section and volume ,
respectively, of swollen wood, g, is the specific gravity of the wood on a swollen -
volume basis, g o is the specific gravity of the wood substance, m is the fractiona l
moisture content of the wood at the fiber-saturation point on a weight basis, an d

p is the average specific gravity of the adsorbed water (47) . The term gm repre-
go

sents the fraction of the volume occupied by wood substance and
ymm that occupied

P
by adsorbed water . When the fractional void cross section of dry wood is sought ,
gd should be substituted for g m. In this case m is zero ; hence, the last term in
parentheses of equation 17 disappears . The fractional void cross-sectional are a
of the swollen wood with a specific gravity (swollen-volume basis) of 0 .365 is
0.650 and the corresponding value for the dry wood is 0 .722 .

AVERAGE CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA OF FIBERS AND FIBER CAVITIE S

The average cross-sectional area of the fibers for swollen wood can be determine d
directly from the average number of fibers per centimeter in the radial and tan-
gential directions . It is the reciprocal of the number of fibers in a square centi-
meter of cross section . This is equal to 1,111µ 2 (1,111X 10-8 cm. 2) for wood with
a swollen-volume specific gravity of 0 .365 . In the case of the dry wood the number
of fibers per square centimeter is increased as a result of shrinkage of the wood .
The transverse shrinkage (approximately the sum of radial and tangential shrink -
age) of the wood, which is practically equal to the volumetric shrinkage becaus e
of the small longitudinal shrinkage, is 10 percent for the average wood with a
swollen-volume specific gravity of 0 .365. The number of fibers in a square
centimeter of dry wood is therefore 1 1 S times the number in the swollen woo d
where S is the fractional shrinkage . The average cross-sectional area of the dry
fibers is therefore 1,000,u 2 . The average cross-sectional area of the fiber cavitie s
is equal to the product of the fractional void cross section of the wood and the
average cross-sectional area of the fibers . This gives 722 p2 for both the swollen
and the dry wood (44) .

AVERAGE RADIUS OF FIBER CAVITIES AND THICKNESS OF DOUBLE CELL
WALLS AND PIT MEMBRANES

In some woods the corners of the cross sections of the fibers (see fig. 2, p. 4)
are rounded more than in others, so that the cross section is more nearly elliptica l
or circular in shape ; whereas in other cases it is more nearly rectangular or square .
In any ease, assuming that the average fiber is circular when it actually is a squar e
will introduce an error well within the range of accuracy required to be compatibl e
with values for other properties used in the calculations . Because it is more
convenient to consider the filler cavities as circular capillaries in the pressur e
per neai~~l~t•y calei .llalions, the assumption that the average fiber and fiber-cavit y
cross see l ion is circular will be made . In this case the average fiber-cavity cross -
sectional radius will be equal to the square root of the quotient of the averag e
fiber-cavity cross-sectional area and 3.1416, or 15.2p for wood with a swollen-
volunie sl_recific gravity of 0 .365 . In the same way the average external cross -
Sectional radius of the swollen and clrv wood fibers will be 18 .8µ and 17.8p., respec -tively . The difference between the fiber and fiber-cavity radii represents th e
average thickness of the cell wall, and twice this difference represents the average
thickness of the double cell wall . The average thickness of the swollen doubl e
cell wall for wood with a swollen-volume specific gravity of 0 .365 is thus 7.2Mand, that. of the dry cell wall 5 .2p .

l,e average thickness of the pit membrane has been estimated from micro -
' c'op ical measurement . This thickness is not much greater than the maximu m

a cube of wood of unit dimensions will be practically identical, provided a suffi-
ciently large number of fibers is considered to insure a statistically uniform dis-
tribution. For this reason the fractional void cross section and the fractiona l
void volume will be numerically equal as the former is multiplied by unit lengt h
to give the latter. Hence,
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resolving power of the microscope and hence cannot be determined with an y
degree of accuracy . The pit membrane is a continuation of the lignin middle
lamella . . The middle lamella can be more readily focused and measured than th e
pit membrane itself . Because of this the measurements were made on the thick-
ness of the middle lamella on tangential sections . Thicknesses ranging from
about 0.5 to 1 .2,u were obtained . A value of 1,u will be used as the round-figur e
average value .

FRACTIONAL AREA OF THE WALLS OF THE FIBERS COVERED WITXI PITS
The fractional area of the walls of the , fibers that is made up of pit chambers

can be estimated from photomicrographs of transverse sections by counting the
number of pits and the number of fibers, and measuring the fraction of the pit -
chamber diameter with respect to the fiber width . The pit chambers increase in
diameter from the orifice to the pit membrane (see figs . 4 and 5, pp . 6, 9) . Conse-
quently, an average diameter is desired for the following calculations . This ha s
been estimated from photomicrographs of transverse and tangential sections o f
several magnifications to be 10,u for the springwood and 2,u for the summerwood .

If sections were cut across a single wood fiber at definite short intervals, th e
ratio of the number of pits cut to the total number of cuts made would give th e
ratio of the sum of all the pit-chamber diameters to the total length . The sam e
count principle applies equally well to a single cut across a bundle of fibers that
are distributed at random in the length direction . in this case the ratio of th e
number of pits seen on a transverse section divided by the total number of fiber s
observed gives the ratio of total pit-chamber diameters to the total fiber lengt h
for the average of all the fibers .

The same system of substituting a count for a measuring method to give sta-
tistical results has previously been used by the author to determine the propor-
tion of the length of a-wood fiber that is in contact with the rays (41) . Such a
means of determining the combined pit opening diameter-fiber length ratio is
dependable only when the depth of focus does not exceed the diameter of the pit s
counted. This is true for the springwood pits but not for the summerwood pits .
When the system suggested is used, perhaps as much as double the actual num-
ber of summerwood pits may be obtained. This is not of great significance i n
determining the fractional area of the fibers made up of pits, but it would result
in considerable error in determining the average number of summerwood pits o n
a fiber, for the reason that the summerwood pit chamber area is such a small
portion of the total area . The fraction of the surface area of springwood fibers
that is made up of pit chambers is equal to the product of the fractions of th e
length and breadth of the fiber that is made up of pit chambers multiplied b y
Rr/8 to change from a square to a circular area and to include the tangential a s
well as the radial faces . . The average value for the summerwood was obtained
in the same way. The fractional area .of the sections as a whole that is made u p
of pit chambers was obtained by averaging the above values in proportion to the

. numbers of springwood and summerwood fibers making up the wood .

TABLE 6.-Fractional area of the fiber walls made up of pit openings 1

Species

Fraction of
made up
ings

fiber lengt h
of pit open -

Spring-
wood

Summer -
wood

Larch, western 0. 29 0 .03
Pine, eastern white___ .12 .04
Pine, shortleaf_ _

	

_ _ .20 .04
Do	 .18 .0 8

Pine, western white	 .12 .02
Spruce, red___	 .13 .0 5
Spruce, Sitka	 .16 .02

Average	

I Since these measurements were made on a single photomicrograph for each species except shortleaf pine ,
they by no means represent average value's for the species .

Fractiona l
area of th e

fibers made
up of pit
openings

Average
number

of pits per
spring-
wood
fibe r

Fraction of fiber widt h
made up of pit open-
ing s

Spring -
wood

Summer -
wood

0. 30 0 . 06 0.017 220
.37 .07 .012 9 1
.30 .06 .016 15 2
.28 .06 .015 13 7
.32 f}F .011 9 1
.32 .

	

L}f ; .011 99
.37 .07 .015 122

.01 4
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These values for several different softwoods are given in table 6 . The average
number of pits per springwood fiber wall can be obtained from the product o f
the fraction of the fiber length made up of pit chambers and the average fiber
length, divided by the average pit chamber diameter . This quantity times 2
gives the average number of pits per springwood fiber (table 6) . A similar cal-
culation could not be made for the summerwood because of the depth-of-focu s
effect just mentioned. Because these measurements were made on a singl e
photomicrograph for each species with the exception of shortleaf pine, they b y
no means represent average values for the species . Fortunately, this structural
feature, which cannot be estimated with any appreciable degree of accuracy, ha s
a minor effect upon the calculations .

AVERAGE RADIUS OF PERMANENT PIT-MEMBRANE PORE S
The size of the permanent openings in the pit membranes can be determine d

from measurements of the equilibrium permeability of wood sections to air o f
different relative humidities . The permeability measurements were made b y
determining the pressure drops occurring through the wood sections and a stand-
ard capillary tube when connected in series . The velocity of flow of air through
both the standard capillary tube and the wood section can be expressed b y
Poiseuille 's equation :

Vc =
7rr,4	 (for a standard capillary c)

	

(18 )8nl°
Vw=nQ°7rrw4Pw (for the wood section)

	

(19 )
8 71 1 w

in which V. and V w are the velocities of flow through the capillary and th e
wood sections, rc and rw are the radii of the standard capillary and the average
effective radius (to be more exact, the fourth root of the average fourth power )
of the wood capillaries, 1,, and lw are the corresponding lengths and P ° and Pw
the corresponding pressure drops, , is the viscosity of the air, n is the number o f
effective capillaries in the wood section in parallel per unit of cross section, and
Q° is the effective cross section of the wood specimen over which the measuremen t
is made, all expressed in centimeter-gram-second units .

When the standards capillary and Ehe wood are connected in series, the volum e
of air passing through each would be equal if no expansion of the air occurred .
When the pressure drop through the wood and through the standard capillar y
are small compared to atmospheric pressure, the expansion becomes negligible .
Under these conditions, or when the value for the pressure-drop ratio obtaine d
by extrapolating the pressure drop ratio-total applied pressure relationship t o
zero applied pressure is used, the equation is as follows :

nrw4

	

rc4Pc
lw

-QolcPw

	

(20)

The right-hand term, the standard pressure-drop ratio, is made up entirely o f
nleasureable quantities . All the quantities in the left-hand term are unknown .
n will not :• change with changes in relative humidity unless checking of the sectio n
occurs, and 1, will change but slightly . The pressure-drop ratio Pc/P W , or the
standard pressure-drop ratio, is therefore proportional to the fourth power of the
average effective capillary radius, and the square root of the pressure-drop ratio
is proportional to the effective cross-sectional area of the wood capillary system .

1 }lc: square root, of the pressure-drop ratio was found to increase linearly wit h
a decrease in the moisture content of the wood below a moisture content of abou t
20 percent, which is in equilibrium with a relative humidity of approximatel y
90 percent, (45) . This relationship is shown in figure 25 for thin radial an dtangential sections of the heartwood of western white pine . Deviations from
this re lationship at moisture-content values in equilibrium with higher relativ ehu midities are accounted for by the condensation of moisture in part of th econUlliiIdirating capillary structure, thus eliminating it as a source of flow at the
relatively- low llydrest•atic pressures used to make the measurements . As dis-cu`,sed on page 41, the transient, cell-wall capillaries are ineffective for the flo w
of liquids or gases under pressure . The flow is entirely through fiber cavitie s
and pit-mexnbrane pores in series. The latter alone are sufficiently small t ocenldense water at relative liuuiiiidities appreciably below saturation ; hence, th epit-membrane pores are eliminated as sources of flow as the relative humidit yincreases from 90 to 100 pcrcerit .
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The condensation of water from the vapor phase in fine capillaries is due to
the fact that water in these capillaries has a reduced vapor pressure . This
relationship is given by Kelvin 's equation :

r=
2o-M

p oRTln( p )

in which r is the radius of the capillary, p„ is the vapor pressure of bulk water a t
the absolute temperature T . p is the vapor pressure of water over the capillary ,
1? is the gas constant . equal. to 8 .316 X 10', a is the surface tension, .11 the molec-
ular weight, and p„ the density of the liquid, all expressed in centimeter-gram-
second units. From this equation it is possible to calculate a capillary radius
in which water will condense at each equilibrium relative humidity and cor-
respenttirrg moisture content of the wood . It is thus possible to determine th e
effective capillary radius for each reduction in velocity of flow of air throug h
the sections caused by the capillary condensation.

In figure 26 the rate of reduction of the velocity of flow per unit change in th e
radios of the capillaries in which condensation occurs is plotted against th e
capillary radius in millinricrons (m~ or 10 cm .) . The curves which are of a
probability type represent the effectiveness as a function of the radii of th e
pit-membrane !sires . Pore radii below 10 alp in size are practically ineffectiv e
to flow for sections cut in each of the three structural directions. The radia l
and tangential sections both give practically the same most probable radiu s
(radius corresponding to maximum height( and mean radius (radius at .. which the
area of the curve is bisected) . The average value for radial and tangentia l
sections . 25.2 mg., is of the same order of magnitude as the average values ob-
tained by combining pressure permeability and electro-osniose measurements fo r
other softwood species lp . 67) . In the case of the radial and tangential section s
the flow of air was through at least 30 pit-membrane pores in series se that, th e
probability that 30 larger openings will occur in series is small . In the case o f
the transverse section only four pit membranes were traversed in series, thu s
materially increasing the probability that, there will be series combinations off

(21)
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pit openings considerably more effective than the average for the other sections .
The values obtained with the radial and tangential sections thus represent bette r
statistical average values than that obtained from the transverse section and
hence will be used in the calculations :

EFFECTIVE FRACTIONAL CROSS SECTION OF PERMANENT PIT-MEMBRAN E
PORES

The effective fractional cross section of the- permanent pit-membrane pore s
for both longitudinal and transverse flow was determined from electro-osmoti c
flow measurements (37, 38) . Wood, as well as other solids when in contac t
with a liquid, assumes an electrical charge with respect to the liquid as a resul t
of selective adsorption of ions. When an electrical potential is applied acros s
a water-saturated wood section that is immersed in water, an electro-osmoti c
flow of water occurs through the section . This flow through the section can b e
expressed by the following equation :

Ve=8.85X 10-7
(

Q0g0 E0K ')

	

(22)

in which V. is the volume of flow per unit of time, qo is the fractional capillary
cross section, Q 0 the total cross section over which the measurement is made ,
Bo is the applied potential per unit of, thickness, K is the dielectric constant of
the liquid, is the electrokinetic potential set up between the wood and th e
bulk of the water, and n is the viscosity of the water. The equation shows
that the rate of flow through a uniform capillary system is directly proportiona l
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to the fractional capillary cross section . When different-sized capillaries are
connected in series as is the case in wood, the volume of flow per unit time woul d
be controlled entirely by the size of the smallest part of the capillary (p . 41) .
The capillary cross section of wood effective in controlling electro-osmotic flo w
through transverse sections thicker than the maximum fiber length is that o f
the ,communicating capillary structure between the fiber cavities . As discussed
on p . 42, the flow of liquid through the transient capillaries in the swollen cel l
walls is negligible in comparison with flow through the permanent pit-membran e
pores. The volume of electro-osmotic flow per unit of time through transvers e
sections thicker than the maximum fiber length, under a definite potential differ-
ence per unit thickness, is thus directly proportional to the effective pit-membran e
pore cross section .

In figures 27 and 28 the velocities of electro-osmotic flow through transvers e
sections of several softwoods are plotted against the thickness of the sections .
For a section of infinitesimal thickness, all the fibers are cut across twice, makin g
the effective capillary cross section that of the fiber cavities . As the thickness
of the sections is increased, the number of fiber cavities that are no longer ope n
at both ends increases linearly up to the minimum fiber length (37, 38) . Beyond
this thickness it is no longer possible for the shortest fibers to be open at bot h
ends. Fiber-length classes are thus being eliminated as regards effectiveness
over the curved part of the graph until at the maximum fiber length there is n o
further decrease in the velocity of flow per unit potential gradient with increasin g
thickness of the sections. The electro-osmotically determined minimum, average ,
and maximum fiber lengths given in table 4 were determined from the point o f
tangency of the inclined straight line with the curve, the extrapolation of th e
inclined straight line to the horizontal axis (37, 38), and the point of tangency of
the horizontal line with the curve, respectively .

In an earlier publication (38) the effective fractional pit-membrane pore cros s
section was calculated from equation 22 after determining from the increase i n
the electro-osmo tic velocity caused by drilling fine holes of a known area in th e
sections . A value subject to less experimental error can be obtained by extendin g
the experimental straight lines in figures 27 and 28 to zero thickness . This

FIGURE 28.-Effect of the thickness of transverse sections of ponderosa pin e
and Douglas-fir upon the electro-osmotic flow of water through the sections .
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limiting velocity is for a fractional capillary cross section equal to that of th e
fiber cavities of swollen wood, A m, which can be calculated from equation 17 .
The fractional pit-membrane pore cross section effective in the longitudinal direc-
tion can then be obtained from the proportionality of the two velocities o f
electro-osmotic flow to the corresponding fractional capillary cross sections .
'Table 7 gives these values for several different species of softwood, using the dat a
of figures 27 and 28. Values for the potential are also given . The effectiv e
fractional pit-membrane pore cross sections are about 70 percent lower tha n
previously calculated and the potentials are larger by this same amount an d
practically constant for the different woods . The average pit-membrane por e
radius calculated from these data and pressure permeability data for wate r
passing through water-filled sections was found to be 16 m,u for Alaska yellow-
cedar and western redcedar (37,38) when the pit-membrane thickness was take n
as 1 .0 ,u . Th?se values are a little less than the value for western white pin e
determined by measuring the change in pressure permeability to air of different
relative humidities (p . 65) . Because different species were used in the two types
of measurements, the agreement is as good as could be expected . '

TABLE 7.-Effective fractional pit-membrane pore cross sections in longitudinal
direction and electro-osmotic data at 80° C . from which they were obtaine d

Species

Specifi c
gravity o f

woo d
(gm)

Fractional
fiber cavity
void cros s

section(Am)

Electro-osmotic veloc-
ity through sections
with-

Effectiv e
fractional
pit-mem -

brane pore
cross

section in
the Iongi-

tudina l
direction

(qi)

Electro -
kineti c

potential
of wood
agains t

water (0
An infini-

tesimal
thickness

A thicknes s
exceedin g
the magi-
mum fiber

lengt h

Yellow-cedar, Alaska	 0 .442 0.578
Cc . per sec .

O . 100
Cc . per sec .

0 .00035 0 .0020 0.0262
Redeedar, western	 .290 .723 .125 .00053 .0031 .0257
Douglas-fir	 . 526 . 498 .092 .00033 .0018 .0275
Spruce, Sitka	 .304 . 710 .125 .00081 .0046 .0264

Average	 ------------------------ ------------ ------------ .0029 .0264
I I

The average value for the fractional pit-membrane pore cross section effectiv e
in the tangential direction (0 .00052) was obtained from the electro-osmotic velocit y
through thin radial sections (37, 38) by substituting the average value fo r
obtained for the longitudinal electro-osmose measurements in equation 22 .
Such thin sections were used in these measurements that the flow through ra y
cells affected the results for tangential sections . The values for radial sections
will therefore be taken as representative of both transverse directions .

As previously shown (p . 63 and fig. 25), the effective capillary cross section
of the permanent pit-membrane pores increases in size because of the shrinkin g
of the wood on drying (45) . The values increase linearly with a decrease i n
moisture content . The average increase between the fiber-saturation point an d
the dry condition for western hemlock and western white pine sections cut i n
each of the three different structural directions, is 37 percent (45) .

RADIUS OF TRANSIENT CELL-WALL CAPILLARIES EFFECTIVE FOR FLO W
The size of the transient capillaries in the cell walls can also be estimated, us-

ing equation 21 and the moisture content-relative vapor pressure data for woo d
(fig. 24) . The moisture contents, which are normally expressed on a basis o f
the weight per unit weight of dry wood, have been transposed to a basis of th e
fractional volume of the swollen wood substance and recorded in figure 29 . This

' A later attempt was made to check these values from theoretical considera-
tions of electrical-conductivity data (42) . Because of a faulty assumption tha t
a negligible proportion of the electrical conductivity of wood saturated with a
dilute salt solution occurs through the cell wall, these calculated values are in
error by severalfold.
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was done by multiplying each moisture content value, expressed as a fraction, b y
the specific gravity of wood substance and dividing by the density of the adsorbe d
water (47, 49) to put on a basis of the volume per unit, volume of dry wood sub -
stance. The swelling of wood substance represents adding of the volume of th e
adsorbed water to the volume of the wood substance up to the fiber-saturatio n
point (44) . Hence, the fractional volume of the swollen cell wall occupied by
liquid is the volume of liquid per unit volume of the dry wood substance divide d
by 1 plus the volume of adsorbed water (fig . 29) . Thus :

ni

	

1

	

(23 )

P

With the aid of the data of figure 29 and equation 21 the fractional liquid volume -
capillary radius curve, V, r, shown in figure 30, was obtained . The distribution
of capillary sizes in the cell wall on the basis of the volume increment of capil -
laries per unit increment of the radius of these capillaries for all possible capillar y

(I Vradii (
11-

r) obtained by graphically differentiating the V, r, curve is also given
in figure 30 .
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FIouRE 29.-Relationship between the moisture content of wood on a dry-weight
basis and on a swollen volume of wood substance basis .
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FIGURE 30.-Curve V, r, fractional liquid volume-capillary radius relationship
calculated from the data of figure 23 and equation 21 ; curve -Tr r, distribu-
tion of capillary sizes in the cell wall of swollen wood, obtained by graphicall y
differentiating curve V, r .

Equation 21, relating the capillary radius and the reduction in the relativ e
vapor pressure, was derived on the basis of the capillary radius being large i n
comparison with molecular dimensions . In these calculations the equation ha s
been used in the molecular dimension range, so that the calculations are subjec t
to considerable error . The equation most certainly cannot. hold below a radiu s
equal to the diameter of the adsorbed molecules which for water is about 0 .40
rn,u . The curve is therefore dotted below a radius of 0 .40 m.µ . Although the
curve may still be in error above this value, it provides the best basis availabl e
for estimating these minute capillary sizes. The mean radius on a capillary
volume basis of 4 .0 nip obtained from figure 30 is similar to the value of 5 .0 nip
estimated by Frey-Wyssling (14, 15) from X-ray measurements on silver crystal s
deposited in the int .ermicellar• volume . One-quarter of the capillary volume o r
area under the curve is in capillary sizes up to 1 .2 rnµ, one-half in sizes up to 4 . 0
nip, and three-quarters in sizes up to 14 .0 rn,u .

The thickness of the double cell wall of two adjacent fibers is so great . in com-
parison with the pore radii of the capillaries that every irregular capillary syste m
extending through the cell wall from one fiber cavity to another must have a n
appreciable portion of its length made up of capillaries with a radius as small a s
the most probable value . The size. of the cell-wall pores is used in the calculation s
only for determining the structure effective to flow under pressure . As discussed
on p. 41, the resistance to flow of a liquid through an irregular capillary syste m
is almost entirely controlled by the size of the smallest part of the capillary . The
most probable radius may thus be takers as a maximum value for the effectiv e
radius .

The molecules of the water, or other polar liquids in which wood swells, are
adsorl-,ed on the surface of the wood capillaries with a force considerably greate r
than the mutual force of attraction between the molecules of the liquid themselves
(49) . The molecules directly adsorbed on the surface must, consequently, b e
immobilized ; hence the diameter of the molecules of the swelling liquid should b e
subtracted from the above effective radius to obtain the radius effective for flow.
In the case of water the cell-wall pore radius effective for flow will thus be abou t
0.2 mA .

0.02
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EFFECTIVE FRACTIONAL CROSS SECTION OF TRANSIENT CELL-WALL
CAPILLARIES

The effective fractional cross section of the transient cell-wall capillaries is th e
most difficult to esiOmit e of all the structural properties . This is due to the fact
that, this property is dependent upon the nature of the capillary paths and upo n
the blockin g effect of adsorbed molecules .

Various types of assumptions have been made in an attempt to estimate th e
effective capillary cross section of membranes . All the assumptions, however ,
involve simplifications that are entirely untenable for cellulose membranes . Capil-
laries have, in general . been assumed to have a uniform bore, to extend only a t
right angles to the membrane faces, or to extend at, right angles to each other i n
the three structural directions without intersecting Dumanski (8) is on e
of the few who have assumed intersecting capillaries . Ile has derived a relation -
ship for the effective capillary cross section of a system involving packed spheres .
This, too, is untenable for natural cellulosic membranes in which t he lung thread -
like molecules are oriented in the fiber direction. A more logical assumptio n
seems to be that the cell wall is made up of ideal regular cellulose rods with a n
infinite length with respect to their cross section . Under this assumption the
diffusion of a solute through the capillary liquid between the structural rods wil l
be greater in the fiber direction than across the fibers.

In estimating the ratio of the fractional cell-wall areas effective for passag e
under diffusion conditions in the longitudinal to that in the transverse direction ,
as well as in the capillary considerations to follow, the analogy between th e
phenomena of electrical conductivity and diffusion given on page 9 will be used .

As a first approximation, the geometrically ideal case will be considered i n
which the cell wall is pictured as made up of continuous straight nonconductin g
rods with a square cross section dispersed in an electrical-conducting medium in a
perfectly oriented manner . The cross section of such a system is shown in figur e
31, A . In order to simplify the calculations, the rods may be assumed to be con-
centrated in two plates as shown in figure 31, B .

In this idealized case the fractional cross section effective for longitudina l
diffusion or electrical conduction would be approximately equal to the fractiona l
volume of the system that consists of an electrical conducting medium . That is ,
the effective cross section will be the same as the volume because the length ter m
is unity . This will still be approximately true for the cellulose structural units
which are not continuous but are very long in relation to their diameter .

(0 -ss) 1z 	j	 1-0-sl)i

Y//.

-L-LL-C-LL

..G.11 -~L

(A ) (B )
FIGURE 31 .-A, Diagram of the cross section of an idealized cell wall showing th e

end view of the cellulose rods with capillary swelling medium surroundin g
them ; B, separation of the cellulose rods from the swelling medium for simpli-
city of calculation .
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In the transverse directions the fractional cross section effective for the passag e
of solute or current will be determined by the series combination of the two liqui d
plates (fig. 31, B), by neglecting the potential drop necessary to cause the equali-
zation of the solute or current in each plate in a plane at right angles to the direc -
tion of passage of solute or current . This neglected correction has been shown to
be well within the range of experimental accuracy involved because of othe r
approximations . The thickness of the plates in the flow direction will he (1-S t )ir2
for the vertical plate and 1- (1-S t ) 1/2 for the horizontal plate, and the cross
section will be 1- (1-S t ) 112 for the vertical plate and unity for the horizontal
plate . In the series combination the effective fractional transverse cross sectio n
will be

1

	

(24)'S ~

	

(1-S01/2
1- (1-SW12+ 1 (1- S 1p/2

In reality the cellulose structural units are not perfectly oriented uniform rod s
with equal spacings between them, as in figure 31, but rather a complex irregula r
threadlike mass with contacts here and there between threads (1) . Equation 24
should hold equally well, however, on a statistical basis if the effective liquid cros s
section does not vary appreciably from one point along the length to another .
The relationship between S t and St should thus be unaffected by variations in th e
spacing of the structural rods or even nonparallelisin of the rods to each other .
The actual values of S t and St will, however, be greatly affected by irregularitie s
of the capillary structure and also by the blocking effect of adsorbed molecules i n
the zones where the distance between the surface-adsorbed molecules on adjacen t
cellulose chains is equal to or less than the diameter of the diffusing molecule .

The simplest assumption to accounit for the irregularities of the capillary path s
through the cell wall is that each path is made up of all the capillary sizes and
that the volume of each size class is in proportion to the fraction this class is of the
total liquid volume of all the transient capillaries . The fractional volume of eac h
size of capillaries in the cell wall can be estimated from the dV

r curve of figure

30. The curve has been broken up into component drV versus r steps that divide

the area under the curve into four equal parts . The part of the curve where dV
changes rapidly with r has been further divided into smaller increments. Table 8
gives the data for these increments and the reduction in effectiveness of the capil -
lary volume, due to the adsorption of a lnonolnolecular layer of water on the
capillary surfaces . It is assumed that diffusing molecules cannot approach close r
to the capillary surface than Ihis value. Column (1) gives the range of capillar y
radii for each increment, colunln (2) the average capillary radius for each capillar y
increment, and column (3) the change in capillary radius within the increment .
Column (4) gives the corresponding ordinate of the curve, dr • Column (5) gives
the capillary volume for each increment of capillary radius obtained from the
product of columns (3) and (4) . The sutra of these volume increments is equal t o
0 .284, the fractional volume of the swollen cell-wall substance that is occupied b y
water, V. This value is in good agreement with the value 0 .287 given in table 1 ,
p. 12. Column (6) gives the ratio of the corrected to the uncorrected volume o f
each increment., calculated from the reduction of the actual capillary radius b y
the diameter of an adsorbed water molecule . Column (7) gives the effective cap-
illary volume for each increment corrected for the adsorption of a monomolecula r
layer of water on the capillary surfaces . The sum of these increments gives th e
total effective volume of water in the cell wall . This sum would also represen t
the effective capillary cross section for longitudinal flow if it were not for the fac t
that the major part of each capillary path is blocked because the effective capillar y
diameter of the major part of each path is less than the diameter of a water mole-
cule. This blocking effect would entirely prevent the passage of materials if th e
capillaries were not, intercommunicating . In the case of intercommunicating
capillaries, materials passing through the cell wall have to resort to a weavin g
path to avoid the zones where diffusion is impossible .

The extent. I o which a material has to resort to a weaving path in passing throug h
the cell wall can be estimated from the fractional length of a single capillary pat h
that is ineffective . Column (8), table 8, gives the cross section for each capillary-
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size increment . The capillary volume (column 5) divided by the capillary cros s
section (column 8) gives the total length of capillaries of each size class (column 9) .
The first two size ranges, which are totally ineffective, represent 92 percent of the
length of each path. A diffusing molecule will therefore have to travel, on th e
average, through 1_0.92 or 12.5 individual paths in passing through the cell wall .
Because of this the effective fractional cross-section value just calculated wil l
have to be divided by 12.5 to give the true effective value . On this basis Si -
0.0154, and from equation 24, S t =0.0078.

In the calculations on the drying of wood it is necessary-to know the values o f
St ahd S t for moisture contents below the fiber-saturation point . Values wer e
accordingly calculated for the conditions of three-fourths, one-half, and one-fourt h
saturated . This was done by eliminating the last increment, which makes up
one-fourth of the capillary volume, the last two increments, which make up one -
half of the capillary volume, and the last five increments, which make up three -
fourths of the capillary volume, successively in the calculations . These values of
S t and S t are plotted in figure 32 against the moisture content expressed as per -
cent of the volume of the swollen-wood substance .
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FIGURE 32 .-Variation of the effective fractional transient capillary cross sectio n
of the cell walls in both the longitudinal and transverse direction with change s
in moisture content .
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For convenience, the effective capillary cross section of the transient cell-wal l
structure effective for passage of material through wood in a transverse directio n
is divided into the part which represents cunt iiinuus passage through cell walls
and that which is in series with the fiber cavities . The proportion of each wil l
depend upon the specific gravity of the wood . The fractional cross section of the
transient• capillaries of water-swollen stood effective for the passage of molecule s
the size of the water molecule in the transverse directions from one fiber cavity t o
another, Q,, is equal to the average ratline of the fiber cavities of swollen woo d
divided by the corresponding external radius of the fibers times the fractional
effective cross section of the swollen cell walls in the transverse direction ; that is ,

Q,-,Se+r• For wood with a swollen-volume specific gravity of 0 .365, Qe=0 .0063.

In the series combination of fiber cavities and cell walls in the longitudina l
direction, the passage tlcruugh the cell wall is still in the transverse direction .

cause of (lie sloping contact. between fiber cavities and cell wall over the overla p
region, the effective cell-wall capillary cross section per unit cross section per-
pendicular to the fibers will be considerably increased . This is illustrated i n
figure 33. For simplification the ov trial, has been aasuanecl to consist . of a. single
plane• with a width equal to the average filter-cavity diameter and a length equal
to the sloping overlap length, z, of which ry is the effective part, . This effec-
tive length can lie calculated from the external overlap leugtii of a fiber, whic h
has been assumed to be one-fourth of the fiber length, the fiber and fiber-cavit y
diameters, and the doable cell-wall thickness by simple geometric consideration s
of similar triangles. The effective overlap, il, times the fiber-cavity diamete r
gives the effective cell-wall area per filter : and this, divided by the cross-sectiona l
area of the fiber, gives the effective cell-wall area per unit cross section . For
wood with a swollen-volume specific gravity of 0 .365 the effective cell-hall are a
per unit cross section is 13 . This, times, 1 he average effective fractional cell-wal l
cross section for transverse passage, gives 0.101 for the fractional cross section o f
the cell wall effective for longitudinal passage, Q t .

The swollen pit membranes would be expected to show a permeability unde r
diffusion conditions similar to that of tite cell walla, as well as a permeabilit y
through the grosser permanent capillaries previously considered (p . 05i . This
permeability has been assunmedl as a first . apltroxuuation, to he the same as that
of the cell walls. The fractietna,l area involved is the sum of all the thin pit -
membrane areas surrounding the torus for all the l'p its on an average fi ber wal l
divided by the area of the average fiber wall . This should he very similar t o
the fractional area of the tangential walls of the fibers covered by pits, ti p (p . 62) ,
because the average pit-chamber cross-sectional area of the tapering pit openings
is about of the same mag.)itude as the maximum pit-chamber cross-sectiona l
area minus the torus area . The fractional pit-opening area, q,,, will thus be
used as the fractional pit-membrane area minus the torus area . The product
q Se = q,,,=0.00011 will then represent the fractional cross section of the swollen -
pit. neenehranes exclusive of the larger permanent pit-anernbrane pores that are
effective for the passage of molecules the size of the water melt-cute . This value
may he in error by as much as 100 percent . Fortunately, it is only of secondary
Importance in the calculations .

SYMBOLS AND EQUATIONS

The interpretation of the symbols used in formulas developed in this publica-
tion, as well as the formulas themselves, are given here for the convenience o f
those who may wish them for ready reference .

SYMBOLS

A d-Fractional void cross-sectional area of the fiber cavities of dry wood .
Am- Fractional void cross-sectional area of the fiber cavities of swollen wood .

a= Thickness of wood in centimeters at right angles to direction of moisture
gradient .

ad-Average cross-sectional area of dry wood fibers in square centimeters .
ar= Average cross-sectional area of fiber cavities of swollen and dry wood in

square centimeters .
a m -et Average cross-sectional area of swollen wood fibers in square centimeters .
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FIGURE 33.-Diagrammatic sketch of overlap of two longitudinally adjacent
wood fibers and the means of calculating the effective cell-wall area for longi-
tudinal passage of diffusing materials .
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a 0 = Distance into wood in centimeters at which a specified fraction of the initia l
moisture content exists .

D= Drying diffusion constant .
Dc== Diffusion constant effective in the fiber direction of wood per unit dimensions

of the wood .
D o =.Diffusion constant per unit dimensions of bulk diffusion medium .
D f -Diffusion constant effective in the transverse direction of wood per uni t

dimensions of the wood .
D v =Diffusion constant of water vapor through wood per unit dimensions o f

wood .
D.-Diffusion constant of bound water through wood per unit dimensions o f

wood .
d= Derivative sign .

d,-Diffusion constant. of water vapor .
d w= Diffffusiou constant of bound mater .
E=Evaporable water expressed as a fraction of original moisture content .

E,,= Applied potential per unit thickness in volts .
e =Base of n at i i ral l oga.ri t .hrns .
g=Specific gravity of wood (dry weight-volume at test) .

g„-Apparent. specific gravity of wood substance .
q,;-Specific gravity of wood (dry weight-dry volume) .
g m = Specific gravity of wood (dry weight-swollen volume) .
g,,- Specific gravity of wood substance .
H=Relative humidity in equilibrium with wood .
K=Dielectric constant of liquid in wood .
1,=Length of standard capillary ice centimeters .
l i=Average thickness of double cell walls of dry wood in centimeters .
1 ;=Average effective fiber-cavity length in centimeters .
lr=Average fiber length in centimeters .

l m = Average thickness of double cell walls of swollen wood in centimeters .
l p = Average thickness of pit membranes in centimeters .
1w = Length in centimeters of combined pit-membrane thicknesses iii serie s

through the section iii the flow direction .
1n= Natural logarithm sign .
M= Molecular weight of liquid in wood .
m = Moisture content in grams per gram of dry wood .
N=-Avogadro 's number (6 .06X 10 23, number of molecules in a gram molecule) .
n= Number of effective capillaries of wood section in parallel per squar e

centimeter .
nr=Average number of fiber cavities traversed per centimeter in the fibe r

direction .
ni=Average number of fibers traversed per centimeter in the radial and th e

tangential directions through swollen wood .
n.-Number of pit membranes or double cell walls traversed in series per centi-

meter in the fiber direction .
P,,= Atmospheric pressure im millimeters of mercury .
P, - Pressure drop through standard capillary in dynes per square centimeter .
Pr-Pressure drop through fiber cavities in same units as Pm .
P,„ = Pressure drop t•1lreugh fiber-to-fiber communicating structure in sam e

units as P .
P,--=Sw elling pressure in dunes per square centimeter .
P u, = Pressure drop through wood structure in dynes per square centimeter .

p = Vapor pressure of liquid in equilibrium with wood in same units as p o .
p o = Vapor pressure of liquid in same units as p .
Q = Rate of loss of moisture in gra s per square centimeter per second .
Q1--Fractional cross-sectional arealof the transient cell-wall capillaries of water -

swollen wood effective for the passage of molecules the size of the wate r
molecule in the fiber direction from one fiber cavity to another .

Q .-Effective cross-sectional area of wood section in square centimeters .
Q Fractional cross-sectional area of the transient cell-wall capillaries of water -

swollen wood effective for the passage of molecules the size of the wate r
molecule in the transverse directions from one fiber cavity to another .

q = Term of probability integral .
qt-- Effective fractional cross-sectional area of the permanent pit-membran e

pores for longitudinal passage.

L
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q„,= Fractional cross-sectional area of the transient pit-membrane capillaries ofwater-swollen wood for the passage of molecules the size .of the water
molecule, exclusive of permanent pores . .

q 0 = Fractional effective capillary cross-sectional area .
q,= Fractional area of tangential walls of fibers covered by pits .
qt= Effective fractional cross-sectional area of permanent pit-membrane pores fo r

transverse passage .
R= Gas constant (8 .316 X 10 7 ergs per degree Kelvin) .
r= Radius of capillary in centimeters .

r e = Radius of standard capillary in centimeters .
r d=Average radius of fibers,of dry wood in centimeters .
r f=Average radius of fiber cavities of swollen and dry wood in centimeter s
rm=Average radius of fibers of swollen wood in centimeters .
r o =Effective radius of diffusing particle or molecule in centimeters .
r D =Average radius of permanent pit. rnembran ie pores of swollen wood in

centimeters .
r w = Radius of transient cell-wall capillaries in centimeters effective for flow o f

water .
S=Fractional external volumetric shrinkage of wood to oven-dry condition .
Sz=Fractional cross-sectional area of transient cell-wall capillaries of water-

swollen wood effective for the passage of molecules the size of the water
molecule in the fiber direction .

S t =Fractional cross-sectional area of transient cell-wall capillaries of water -
swollen wood effective for the passage of molecules the size of the wate r
molecule at right angles to fiber direction .

T= Absolute temperature (degrees Kelvin) .
t = Time in seconds .

V= Moisture content in cubic centimeter per cubic centimeter of wood substanc e
and adsorbed water .

V,= Velocity of flow through a standard capillary in cubic centimeters per second .
V e =Velocity of electro-osmose through wood section in cubic centimeters pe r

second .
V, ,,=Fractional void volume of wood.
V,,,= Velocity of flow through wood section in cubic centimeters per second .

v o = Specific volume of swelling liquid .
x=Internal length of overlap in fiber direction in microns .
y = Effective overlap length in plane of overlap in microns .
z = Ineffective part of overlap length in plane of overlap .
0= Term of probability integral .
= Increment sign, indicating the difference between limiting values of the prop-

erty designated by the symbol following .
= Electrokinetic potential set up between the wood and the bulk liquid in volts .

n= Viscosity of gas or liquid in poises . (Grams per centimeter per second .)
0= Sign designating a function of the property represented by the symbo l

following .
µ =Unit of length (10- 4 cm) .

mu=Unit of length (10- 7 cm .) .

	

-
7r=Ratio of circumference to diameter of circle (3.1416) .
p=Average specific gravity of adsorbed water at the fiber-saturation point .

p o =Specific gravity of the liquid in the capillary .
o-= Surface tension of liquid in dynes per centimeter .
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